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The 39th EVA International – Ireland’s Biennial of Contemporary Art –
occurred as three exhibition ‘phases’ from September 2020 through
to November 2021. It was a historical edition and perhaps the most
expansive in the history of the organisation, consisting of 23 weeks of
programme, across 12 venues, offsite locations, and online platforms.
It was also the first – hopefully, the last – edition to have coincided
with a global pandemic.
This catalogue provides an overview of the work of all participating
artists and research projects that comprised the 39th EVA
International programme. The contents include an introductory
essay by Nathan O’Donnell and authored texts on each of the artists’
presentations, alongside photographic documentation and details
of public programme activity. In many respects, this catalogue
proudly adds to a long unbroken line of others in EVA’s 45-year back
catalogue, which records and carries testament of each edition,
continuing a tradition of resilience that began with the first staplebound thin volume that accompanied the ’77 exhibition.
However, more than any other in EVA’s history, this catalogue
uniquely coheres the thematic, curatorial, and spatial ambition of
the programme in a way that was impossible to apprehend at any
single point during the past two years. This isn’t a publication that
is designed for people to have in their hands as they negotiate
the venues (which closed several months before this catalogue
was published), nor is it a straightforward memento (the entire
programme required multiple visits at different times of year,
corresponding to each phase). There is something both orientating
and disorientating in seeing the programme represented within
the safety and surety of these pages, knowing how it wove through
one of the most turbulent and uncertain periods of modern history.
This catalogue serves as a record of what took place, but also as a
proposal of sorts – of art, time and space regathered.
The 39th EVA International began its curatorial life in reference to
the ‘Golden Vein’ – a 19th century term for the agricultural bounty of
the Limerick-Tipperary-North Cork region. This reference served as
a compass point for questions and contestations of land, at a time of
increasing cultural and political agitation about the interrelated issues
of environment, extractivism, and nationalist fervour. The ‘Golden
5

Vein’ became a way of thinking outwardly and internationally from the
perspective of regional Ireland; bringing the local and Irish-national
context into correspondence with other places, other struggles. We
couldn’t have anticipated the way that these inquiries into art and
territorial politics would take on extra relevance as international travel
restrictions, lockdowns, and governmental health measures drew a
geography of personal risk and public limit around all of our lives.
The contents of this publication demonstrate the way in which artists,
artworks, and research projects went far beyond the lynchpin of a singular
thematic inquiry into more specific concerns and nuances. Here we can
find examples of artworks that address Queer identity and activism in
1970s France and draw from aural traditions in the Gulf of Guinea. In
many ways the starting reference of the ‘Golden Vein’ was designed to be
exactly that: a vein through which art and ideas could flow a pathway of
their own.
The 39th EVA International was the first edition to be structured
through three distinct channels of programme. A central ‘Guest
Programme’ (Little did they know, curated by Merve Elveren) ran adjacent
to two new programme initiatives – ‘Platform Commissions’ (an open
process of commissions by artists based in Ireland) and ‘Partnership
Projects’ (works co-commissioned with national and international
partners). These channels of programme allowed for different priorities
of development and authorship – curator-led, artist-led, organisation-led.
While this catalogue features all artists and projects across all channels,
a second publication dedicates itself to the four research projects that
formed the core of the Guest Programme, providing further depth of
context for each.
There was a collaborative and organisational ethics in making the
39th EVA International happen in the context of a global pandemic. It
has been a privilege to have led EVA through this challenging time and
still be in a position to write these words. I would like to thank all the
participating artists and curators, EVA’s team and board, organisational
partners (Limerick City Gallery of Art, University of Limerick, The Hunt
Museum, Limerick City and County Council, IMMA, and our core funder
The Arts Council of Ireland). I would particularly like to thank Merve
Elveren for her curatorial sensitivity and insight, and for sharing the
remarkable journey.
6

[Overleaf]
Erëmirë Krasniqi (Kosovo Oral History Initiative)
Reconciliation of Blood Feuds Campaign, 1990–1991, 2021.
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Natural Resources
Nathan O’Donnell

VALE/VEIN
When I first read the press announcement for the 39th EVA
International, I figured someone must have made a mistake. The
description of the biennial’s central theme – the ‘golden vein’ – had to
be either a typo or the result of a disastrous failure in the research. I
grew up in Co. Tipperary, not far from Limerick, and I knew this stretch
of land – as everyone knew this stretch of land – as the golden vale, so
called, I believed, because of its relationship to the Galtee Mountains.
In fact, the ‘golden vein’ is the original term, used from at least
the early 19th century to describe this stretch of what is believed to
be the best land in Ireland for dairy farming.1 The vein is generally
said to be 14 miles long, though its precise boundaries are a little
slippery; it is variously claimed to include both Tipperary Town and
Kanturk, two towns at a distance almost three times that much. This
territorial slippage could be taken to suggest a form of collective
agricultural desire. To belong to the golden vein is a coveted position.
Over time, its boundaries have been massaged, enlarged, made
porous and absorbing.
I realise now I’ve had it wrong all my life – this confusion between
vale and vein. As a first encounter with this iteration of EVA, it seems
a peculiarly fitting misapprehension. Clearly the golden vein – the
original designation – has nothing to do with geographic location.
It has none of the romanticism I imagined, no evocation of mystical
relationships between land and mountain. This is extraction, pure
and simple, predicated on a view of agricultural land as something to
be mined.
THE LAND QUESTION
The 39th EVA International took place against the backdrop of
successive lockdowns and pandemic restrictions. At some point after
the ramifications of Covid-19 started to become clear, the decision
was made not to postpone or cancel, as many biennials did, nor to
simply migrate online, but instead to adopt a ‘phased’ approach.
1
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The term is referenced in Jonathan Binns’ account of his time in Ireland, as
assistant agricultural inquirer on the Irish Poor Enquiry of 1833. See Jonathan
Binns, The Miseries and Beauties of Ireland (London: Longman, Orme, Browne
and Co, 1837), p.161.

of land in Ireland, legal and official acts and commissions as well
as agrarian unrest and dispossession, in light of contemporary
questions about sexuality, precarity, and housing. Like much of the
artist’s other work to date, The Land Question has a charged rural
punk quality, addressing sexual practice and political revolution
in a (distinctly queer) register that feels both confrontational and
profoundly open, like an invitation. Walshe is an artist whose work
balances antagonism with profound inclusiveness, refusing to
exclude or alienate their audience. As well as being installed during
Phase 1, The Land Question was also streamed online, allowing
this powerful work to reach audiences who otherwise might not be
attuned to or engaged with contemporary art.2
Other artists explored certain practices and legacies of extraction,
in Ireland and internationally. Driant Zeneli’s trilogy of works
(exhibited during Phase 1 and Phase 3), set in the mines of Bulqizë
and the steelworks, Çeliku i Partisë, at Elbasan (one of the relics of
the historical alliance between the Communist Party of China and
Albania’s Labour Party), combines sci-fi utopianism, childhood
fantasy, and remembered propaganda campaigns. Also exhibited in
Phase 3, Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan’s two-channel film work
Blue Ground (2021) drew parallels between several cases of diamond
extraction, including offshore mining in Romania, diamond extraction
in the Namid desert, and industrial diamond manufacture in the
Shannon region.
Two moving image works examined how the corporate
expropriation or enclosure of land can precipitate moments of
revolutionary energy. Diego Bruno’s Cut (2021), shown in Phase 2
(2 July–22 August 2021), features recorded group interviews with
participants retelling the story of a 1996 uprising across two cities in
Patagonia. These recorded voices are intermittently cut, seemingly
at random; the footage is out of sync with the audio. These jarring
interruptions are intended as a sort of meta-commentary on the
artist’s incapacity to transmit the real political radicalism of this
historical moment. By contrast, Emily McFarland’s Curraghinalt

The works to be displayed – many of them still in-progress, given
that a good part of EVA’s programme involved new commissions –
were spread across three separated exhibition phases, with venues
and conditions of access to be reassessed at each interval in light
of changing restrictions. What this entailed was a supreme feat of
logistics, effectively programming and delivering three separate
large-scale exhibitions over the course of a year.
The result was a sprawling ecosystem of artworks – or a set of
intermittent signals – evolving over time. As a result, the viewer’s
encounter was necessarily (and interestingly) erratic. Certain
artworks recurred or resonated across the programme. Ideas
echoed and expanded. Practices seemed to cross-pollinate. In
particular, of course, the question of land – and in Ireland, land is as
much a question as it is a descriptor of specific bounded spaces –
reverberated throughout the biennial. The effect for the viewer was
one of discontinuity, deferment, displacement. As well as a series of
artworks, this was an experiment in exhibition-making and a set of
thoughts in progress.
A number of artists exhibited work that related to their own
specific experiences of farming. Laura Fitzgerald’s Fantasy Farming
(2020), an installation combining drawings and two hayshed ‘audioenclosures’ based on interviews with farmers in the golden vein, was
exhibited in Phase 1 (18 September–15 November 2020). Fitzgerald
is an artist whose work is animated by the disjuncture between the
metropolitan concerns of the international art world and the realities
of life in rural Kerry where she grew up and where she now lives and
works, after several years in London and Dublin. Similarly, in SPIN,
SPIN, SCHEHERAZADE (2019), Orla Barry (herself a sheep farmer
with a pedigree Lleyn flock) generated an idiosyncratic artistic
language (fraught, comical, brutishly sexual) out of the vernacular
grammar of sheep trading; the installation at Park Point for Phase 3
(24 September–14 November 2021) had the transactional fairground
air of an Irish agricultural mart.
Other artworks explored, in different ways, the politics of landownership. Eimear Walshe’s The Land Question: where the fuck am I
supposed to have sex? (2020) is a finely honed satirical disquisition in
the form of a filmed artist’s talk, exploring the historical expropriation
12
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The Land Question was followed by a related video work, distributed on handetched USBs circulated by mail during Phase 2.

archives relating to a number of historical artist collectives. Pauline
Cummins’ archives in relation to the Women Artists Action Group
of the 1990s in Ireland were exhibited as were those of the Derry
Film and Video Workshop (presented by Sara Greavu and Ciara
Phillips in Phase 3); in another example of archival reactivation,
Minna Henriksson’s Kiila / The Wedge, Feminist Archive (2019/2021)
focused on the early years of a socialist and feminist artists’ and
writers’ association in Finland. Archives generated through an artist’s
practice also featured, as for instance Betsy Damon’s Keepers of the
Waters, footage and documentation of which was featured in Phase
2. Other works made use of existing archival material; Rayna Teneva
and Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun’s Images From Past Future (2021),
for instance, shown in Phase 3, used archival materials from the first
nuclear research centre in Germany, which opened in Karlsruhe in
1956, to examine broader questions about state propaganda and
truth. Also exhibited, prominently and impactfully installed in the
centre of the main gallery at Park Point during Phase 2, were the
records of an oral history initiative undertaken in Kosovo to generate
a people’s record of the Reconciliation of Blood Feuds Campaign in
1990–1991, an extraordinarily powerful and suggestive presentation
of historical material.
These striking, varied uses of archival sources sit within a tradition
of archival practice that will be familiar to contemporary art audiences.
Since the 1990s in particular, artists have been making work that
treats the archive as resource, material, subject (either representing or
exploring extant archives, or generating new ones, or using the idea of
the archive as an organising form or point of reference), to the extent
that ‘archive art’ might now be considered a paradigmatic form.4
It is far beyond the scope of this text to cover this development
in any meaningful way, but it is worth noting, for present purposes,
one key point: the theoretical relationship between the archive and
‘knowledge’. Archives, after all, represent one of the key conditions for
the formulation of disciplinary knowledge. They are the repositories

(2019), installed in Phase 1, transmits some of the political agency and
spirit of a group of protesters currently organising against the plans,
submitted to the Department of Infrastructure by Canadian mining
and prospecting company Dalradian Gold, to develop an extensive
mining operation in the Sperrin mountains in Co. Tyrone. Curraghinalt
is a powerfully sober documentary-style work, including interviews
with the protestors and occasional bursts of song, addressing the
ways in which land is used, how it is imagined and who it is for. As
McFarland demonstrates, such questions can galvanise communities,
creating unexpected alliances and solidarities.
EXCAVATIONS
A number of curatorial subsets and strands were nestled within
the broad extensive structure of the biennial. These included two
strands for the generation of new work (under the headings of
‘Platform Commissions’ and ‘Partnership Projects’) as well as a
Guest Programme, curated by Merve Elveren under the title Little
did they know. The Guest Programme was predicated on the idea
of uncertainty, the title intended as itself a contradiction, indicating
both ‘a potential failure, loss, or disaster, but also the advent of
transformations that might pave the way for a new future imaginary’.3
What Elveren was interested in is how ‘uncertainty’ has been
strategically weaponised, a neoliberal tool rendering individuals
powerless and afraid through the erosion of labour and welfare
conditions and care structures, as well as any shared conception
of public space or sphere. At the same time, the works selected
also cumulatively suggested something of the liberatory power and
potential of collective uncertainty, the refusal of dogmatic certainties,
the querying of ossified knowledge, the allowance for alternative
forms of thinking and learning.
This interest in knowledge, and the forms and modes of
knowledge generation, materialised in a preponderance of archives
across the many exhibition spaces and phases of the biennial.
Archival materials were exhibited in several different ways, including
3
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Merve Elveren, ‘Little did they know’, curatorial statement, 39th EVA International,
Phase 1, 18 September–15 November 2020.
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Interestingly, this shift has happened more or less in tandem with the development
of the contemporary biennial. Arguably there is a connection between the ‘archival
turn’ and what has been referred to as the ‘biennialisation’ of contemporary art
since the 1990s.

A number of other artworks gravitated, in interesting, related
ways, around rivers. Bora Baboci’s Predictions (2020), an audio work
accessed by QR code at a certain point along the Shannon, near the
Curragower Falls, during Phase 1, took the form of a fictional weather
report, predicting a future in which the river will eventually run dry,
leaving a chasm through the middle of the city. The archive of Betsy
Damon’s Keepers of the Waters documented a set of environmentalist
actions and collective actions performed in Chengdu, Sichuan in 1995
and Lhasa, Tibet Autonomous Region in 1996, an extension of the
artist’s ongoing project of recovering (and ritualising) endangered local
practices of river maintenance and stewardship.
In Emily McFarland’s work for Phase 3 (a two-part sequel to
Curraghinalt), the artist focuses on two rivers, the Ballinderry and the
Owenreagh, both of which originate in the Black Bog in Co. Tyrone.
Black Bog and Shallow and deep, two film works that complete
McFarland’s trilogy Dtan-a-goo-saran-dthu (The Wind’s Changed),
incorporate footage and field recordings from sections of the two
rivers; Shallow and deep in addition tells the story of the freshwater
pearl mussel (Margaritifera margaritifera), an invasive species that
has taken root in the rivers’ ecology. Information about the origins
and adaptation of this species is provided in subtitles. Towards
the end of the film, these subtitles modulate into first person; the
narrator is revealed as a caretaker, one of those individuals who
gather and maintain the detailed knowledge required to tend to
rivers up and down the country. These two works represent an
extraordinary, subtle meditation on ecological knowledge – how
rivers and species are stewarded, how ecosystems and lives are
protected, with care and dedication, in ways that often go both
unquantified and unacknowledged.
What McFarland’s work narrates is not simply some isolated
instance of heroic care. The knowledge stored by those who
maintain our ecosystems is in fact extremely precarious, held in
place by piecemeal council funding or the voluntary energies of
individuals. Such knowledge – localised, generational, often orally
transmitted – is fundamentally at odds with the mechanisms through
which our environments are officially governed. James C. Scott has
written extensively on the development of what he calls ‘modernist’

on which the various branches of the sciences are founded. They
are also fictions, suggesting a sort of infinite potentiality while also
determining the limitations of what is or can be known; as Boris
Groys puts it, they ‘[render] visible the infinity of the world within the
finite space of the archive’, not simply illustrating or representing
history but creating the conditions ‘for something like history to
emerge in the first place’.5 For contemporary artists, trained in
the post-conceptual imperative to disregard or query disciplinary
categorisations, the official or disciplinary archive has become a
focal point – not something to be revered and honoured but to be
subverted or queered or otherwise destabilised, in order to excavate
that which has fallen between the cracks, that which has been
excluded or suppressed, that which is held to be unknowable.
This process of excavation can take many forms. At EVA, as well
as the archives already mentioned – illustrating political counterhistories and the legacies of artists’ organising – other works by
contemporary artists took on archival forms, presenting critical ideas
through the adaptation or parody of the archive. This approach serves
to undermine disciplinary certainties, opening up alternative ways of
thinking, vistas of that ‘new future imaginary’ envisaged by Elveren,
generating new repositories of subversive or disruptive or otherwise
unruly thought.
KNOWING-WITH-THE-LAND
One such work is Michele Horrigan’s Stigma Damages (2011–
ongoing). For the past ten years, the artist has been documenting the
ecological devastation caused by ongoing bauxite deposits by the
alumina refinery at Aughinish, one of the largest industrial complexes
in the country. In spite of consistent local opposition, the plant has
been granted successive clearances and permissions by the state to
carry on operations, wreaking havoc in the process on the banks of
the Shannon estuary in Co. Limerick. For Phase 1, Horrigan displayed
a counter-archive, illustrating the extent of this damage and the
political indifference that has enabled it.
5
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Boris Groys, Under Suspicion: A Phenomenology of Media, transl. Carsten
Strathausen (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012 [2000]), pp.3–6.
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contemporary biennials. And it relates, I think, to a way of thinking
about land other than through extraction; a way of conceiving of
nature other than as a ‘resource’.

governance in the early 20th century, when large-scale engineering
projects sought to reframe nature as a repository of ‘natural
resources’. Rivers were a particular focus for the expansion of the
state’s capacity; he writes of the Tennessee Valley Authority but he
could equally have written about the Shannon hydroelectric scheme
and the development of Ardnacrusha. These projects were exercises
in statecraft as much as engineering. They designate a certain way
of thinking about the natural world. They also, ultimately, obliterate
any alternative: those situated, localised, itinerant knowledges and
practices – what Scott calls ‘metis’ – that hitherto underpinned our
relationship with the land.6
This intersection of knowledge and land – this knowing-with-theland – was a common preoccupation across this iteration of EVA,
threaded through its various exhibition spaces and artworks. In some
cases it was realised at a material level, as in Deirdre O’Mahony’s
magnificent Erratics from the mid 1990s, installed for Phase 2;
these monumental paintings on unstretched canvases were hung
in a corner of Park Point like banners, their large distended shapes
produced by tracing the shadows of boulders on Mullaghmore, a
mountain in the Burren, at a moment when this place had become
– due to plans for an interpretative centre nearby – a contested site.
Contestation of this kind informed so much of the work on display,
across the three phases.
In fact, this sense of knowing-with-the-land could be understood
not only as an integral thematic motif but as itself an organising
principle for this iteration of EVA as a whole. It seems to me that
the phased approach, with its embedded curation, its sense of
commitment and trust and cultivation over time, represents a kind
of stewardship of the artists and works and ideas involved. This is
an approach that runs counter to the extractive model of so many
6
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A STORM
There are many artists and works I’ve found myself unable to include
in this text. This was probably unavoidable, given the sheer extent
of this iteration of EVA and the ambition and scope of the works
commissioned and exhibited. To be honest, at moments, the sprawl of
works and programme strands, including partnerships, fellowships,
educational programmes, talks, publications, spread out over this
year-long timespan, felt overwhelming. To an extent, this is true of
any such large-scale exhibition-based project. There is a fiction,
represented by the programme guide or catalogue, that such projects
are knowable, that you can follow this map or this set of navigational
devices in order to gradually attain some kind of overview, some kind
of narrative comprehensibility. Spread over its three phases, EVA put
this fiction to the test.
The last artwork on the itinerary for my last day at the last phase
of the biennial was Em’kal Eyongakpa’s Mámbáy bebhɛp 43r /mɛnyu
nɛfaŋ/ bakay nɛkɔ (2021). I arrived with a miniscule amount of
information about this work – I knew only that it involved recordings
of traditional Irish and Guinean singing. Beyond that I didn’t know
what to expect. The work was viewable by appointment only, and I got
there a few minutes late. I had my backpack with me as I had to go
straight to the train afterwards. I was flustered. The venue, spacecraft,
is a small complex of artists’ studios, backing onto a sex shop across
from the Milk Market. I went to the main gate but it was closed. I
didn’t see any EVA signage. I tried knocking on the door of one of the
studios but no one answered. I wandered down the row. There was no
sign of any activity whatsoever. I made my way back out. Eventually,
just as I was going to give up, I found the venue manager. I must have
passed her in my hurry. She was standing on the corner of the street,
opposite the Milk Market, waiting for me. I apologised for being late.
I hoped I wasn’t holding anyone up. ‘Don’t worry,’ she said, as she led
me up a back alley behind the sex shop. ‘There’s only you.’

For an overview of this argument, see James C. Scott, Seeing like a State: How
Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1998), pp.1–6. Scott’s analysis of the Tennessee Valley Authority
was not included in this book, for reasons of space, but was published separately
some years later. James C. Scott, ‘High Modernist Social Engineering: The Case
of the Tennessee Valley Authority’, in Experiencing the State, eds. Lloyd I. Rudolph
and John Kurt Jacobsen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
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As it transpired, the work was installed in a storage unit, which
she unlocked, ushering me inside. As she closed the door behind
us, she warned me that the space was extremely dark, but it was
still disorientating to be plunged into it. She led me further into the
pitch-black room, illuminated only occasionally by some flashing
green and pink lights. A loud rumbling sound surrounded us. She
told me there was a large wooden platform in the middle of the room
which I couldn’t see but that I should step on it in order to experience
the artwork fully. She said I could sit down or lie down or whatever
I want. She would be waiting by the door, she said. She was not
going to leave the room and could guide me out again whenever I
wanted. Then she let me go. I prodded the ground with my feet, in
the dark, feeling for the platform. When I stood on it, I realised it
too was physically rumbling and juddering. For a while I just stood
still, allowing the tremors to run through me, the thrumming noise
entering my body, unsure where to step, where the edges were.
Soon, I began to notice variations in the sound, voices, singing or
chanting voices, individual voices but suffused in this general storm
of sound. I lay down on the platform. I could see now that the little
green and pink lights spread like little strings of lightning through a
web-like arrangement overhead, which was also strung with what
looked like strands of gathered dust, not unlike, say, the web of a huge
plastic spider in a fairground ghost-train. I could only make it out at
moments; otherwise the whole space remained completely dark. All
this time, I remained acutely aware of being observed by someone I
could not see. A kind of fear gripped me, in that state; I couldn’t help
but feel uneasy, claustrophobic, panicked, my senses having been
suddenly and unexpectedly shut down, then overwhelmed. I was
in a state of cognitive shock. Even though I knew where I was, I did
not know, not really, what was going on. For a while I just lay there,
listening, watching, in anxious suspension, the decked floor rolling
underneath me, the sound thundering in my ears, light rushing like
tentacles across the ceiling, little strings of lightning, as if I’d been
caught in a tropical storm.
[Overleaf]
Sara Greavu in collaboration with Ciara Phillips,
We realised the power of it –
Derry Film and Video Workshop, 2021.
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Guest Programme
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Curated by Merve Elveren, the Guest Programme of the 39th EVA
International Little did they know featured artworks by artists Amy
Lien and Enzo Camacho in collaboration with Fiona Gordon and Roibí
O Rua, Aykan Safoğlu, Barış Doğrusöz, Benji Boyadgian, Deirdre
O’Mahony, Diego Bruno, Driant Zeneli, Eirene Efstathiou, Hana Miletić,
Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings, Jasmina Cibic, Krista Belle
Stewart, Mario Rizzi, Melanie Jackson and Esther Leslie, Michele
Horrigan, Minna Henriksson, Oisín Byrne with Adam Gibbons, Rayna
Teneva and Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun, Richard Proffitt, Women
Artists Action Group (Archive of Pauline Cummins and NIVAL),
Yane Calovski, and Zeyno Pekünlü. The exhibition also featured the
presentation of four research projects led by international partners:
Betsy Damon Archive: Keepers of the Waters (Chengdu and Lhasa), led
by Asia Art Archive; We realised the power of it – Derry Film and Video
Workshop led by curator Sara Greavu in collaboration with artist Ciara
Phillips; Sexuality of A Nation: Lionel Soukaz and Liberation Politics led
by writer, curator and lecturer Paul Clinton; and Reconciliation of Blood
Feuds Campaign, 1990–1991, led by curator and researcher Erëmirë
Krasniqi (Kosovo Oral History Initiative).
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Notes on “The Angry Christ” (3) (2021)
is part of an ongoing research-based
project by Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho,
which revolves around a religious mural
in the Philippines known as ‘The Angry
Christ’. Painted in 1950 by the queer
Filipino-American modernist Alfonso
Ossorio, the mural is located in the
chapel of a sugar milling company on the
agricultural island of Negros.
Since the emergence of the sugar
economy in Negros in the late 1800s,
while the country was under Spanish
colonial rule, life on the island (both
human and non-human) has been
violently transformed by the demands of
the plantation. The result has been largescale environmental devastation, as well
as the impoverishment and subjugation of
the vast majority of the local population.
At the same time, the conditions on the
island have also provided fertile grounds
for the development of a lively peasantbased political movement that has sought
to challenge the ruling system. Lien
and Camacho’s research on ‘The Angry
Christ’ looks at the mural through the
lens of this conflictual ecology, posing
questions about how this historical art
object (and by extension, art in general)
may be imaginatively enlisted into the
broader struggle over land, food and
dignity, as it continues to play out in the
Philippines (and elsewhere).
Notes on “The Angry Christ” (3)
is part of a series of mural works in

Guest Programme, Phase 2

Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho
in collaboration with
Fiona Gordon and Roibí O Rua
which Lien and Camacho use Ossorio’s
image as a structuring device for
this kind of imaginative thinking. In
previous iterations, the artists filled
the outlines of ‘The Angry Christ’ with
textual notes stemming from their
research, speculatively reprogramming
its Catholic imagery towards a horizon
of liberation. In the iteration for the 39th
EVA International, Lien and Camacho
engaged in a collaborative process of
mural-making by inviting Limerick-based
artists Fiona Gordon and Roibí O Rua
to explore how the mural may resonate
with their own experiences and local
context. The collaboration involved a
series of workshop sessions in which the
artists exchanged knowledge, seeking to
cultivate transnational and intersectional
solidarities through a collective reenvisioning of ‘The Angry Christ’. An
LED sign displaying an essay by Lien
and Camacho was exhibited alongside
this mural, outlining their Negros-based
research.
Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho have a collaborative
artistic practice that moves from the Philippines
outwards. Their solo exhibitions include 母抱淘宝
子 / Mother Holding Taobao Child, 47 Canal, New
York (2018); Or, Kunstverein Freiburg, (2017); and
Teleology, Happy Ending, Green Papaya Art Projects,
Quezon City (2009). Lien and Camacho have been
included in group exhibitions at the Kuandu Museum
of Fine Arts, Taipei and the Brunei Gallery at SOAS
University of London (2019).

Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, Notes on “The Angry Christ” (3), 2021
In collaboration with Fiona Gordon and Roibí O Rua
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Bits and Bytes flow, in the amniotic sac of the post-colonial,
ab-heteronormative, neo-human, re-natural.
Joined together a glitch, 4 to 2 to 1, under the watchful embrace
of the sacred An[droid]gyne, it is birthed.
The open discourse of the marginalised, thoughts and emotions
pour in strings of binary code and pixels, from seed to earth, from
screen to screen, simulated and real, interpreted, expressed.
This is the alchemical glitching, anthroglitch, corpoglitch,
androglitch, it is birthed.
From the land, of the land, we reclaim, digitised and meatified
again and again, transcendent in each iteration, branching off in
vines from the cyberspace and rooting in the earth again.
Disrupting reality we hack and glitch, plant and sow the seed of
change, it is birthed.
2 cyb[whore]g sisters bonded by the battle against big daddy
mainframe; existing in a culture written for us, not by us, we want to
claim for ourselves permanent seats at the table.
By Fiona Gordon and Roibí O Rua
See also:
Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, The Angry Christ
Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho,
Surviving Tiempo Muerto
Dion Farquhar, (M)other discourses
Donna J. Haraway, A Cyborg Manifesto
Donna J. Haraway, The Virtual Speculum in the
New World Order
EL Putnam, Digital Art in Ireland panel discussion
Jean Chandler, Abwoon D’bwashmaya
Jenna Ng, Understanding Machinima
Joey Soloway, The Female Gaze
Legacy Russell, Glitch Feminism: A Manifesto
Meshell Ndegeocello, God Shiva
Nina Power, One Dimensional Woman
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Roibí O’Rua, Queering the Divine
Roibí O Rua, Adam Dressed as Eve
Sinéad O Connor, Famine
Horst Krüger (Ed.), Something’s Missing: A discussion
between Ernst Bloch and Theodor W. Adorno
on the Contradictions of Utopian Longing
Gill Kirkup, Linda Janes, Kath Woodward,
and Fiona Hovenden (Eds.), The Gendered Cyborg
Polyester, Is Performativity a Bad Thing?
Unknown, An Spailpín Fánach
VNS Matrix, A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for
the 21st Century
VNS Matrix, Bitch Mutant Manifesto

ziyaret, visit (2019) is an essay film
by Aykan Safoğlu set in Alter SanktMatthäus-Kirchhof, a non-denominational
cemetery in Schöneberg, Berlin.
Established in the mid 19th century, this
cemetery is home to the graves of many
well-known figures and is considered a
heritage site in Germany. On 28 and 29
September 2018, Safoğlu joined Gülşen
Aktaş – an activist and Safoğlu’s longtime friend – for her daily visits to Alter
Sankt-Matthäus-Kirchhof.
As Safoğlu follows Aktaş with his
camera through the cemetery, the two
friends make stops at graves that belong
to Ghanaian-German poet and activist
May Ayim; conductor Israel Yinon;
artist, writer, and free-love activist Helga
Goetze; Berlin drag artist Ovo Maltine;
feminist author Hedwig Dohm; lesbian
activist Kitty Kuse; psychologist Birgit
Rommelspacher; sculptor Friedrich
Drake; the Grimm Brothers; and the
ultra-nationalist historian Heinrich von
Treitschke, as well as at the Denk mal
positHIV memorial to AIDS-related
deaths. Throughout their wanderings,
Aktaş alternates between reading the
Kurdish love story epic of Mem û Zîn,
taking care of the plants, and leaving
teberik – soil from the holy sites of her
Kurdish hometown Dersim – at the
graves of those whose ‘grievers’ are
elsewhere. While she carefully unpacks
Aykan Safoğlu, ziyaret, visit, 2019
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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her personal history alongside that of her
‘guest-worker’ mother Şirin Aktaş, who
is buried in the same cemetery, Safoğlu
meticulously stitches together neglected
stories of queerness, class, migration,
and resilience. Through Polaroids,
middle-format photographs, and the
artist’s narration, ziyaret, visit transforms
an inactive place of remembering and
mourning into a site of memory for
future imagination of possible alliances
unimpeded by official histories. The
cemetery also becomes a metaphorical
excavation site for Safoğlu to record and
unearth collective consciousness.
Supported by the SAHA Association.
Aykan Safoğlu lives and works in Vienna. Recent solo
exhibitions include Ebbe/Flut, Coalmine, Winterthur
(2022); Recess, SALT Galata, Istanbul (2022); When
a wave breaks, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, Vienna
(2021); I‘ll Be Your Mirror, Kunstverein Göttingen
(2021); weekend, The Pill, Istanbul (2020); ziyaret,
visit, Kevin Space, Vienna (2019), and Off-White
Tulips, Ystads Konstmuseum, Ystad (2016). Safoğlu is
currently a PhD candidate at the Academy of Fine
Arts Vienna.

Aykan Safoğlu, ziyaret, visit, 2019
Single-channel HD video installation, 12’ 30’’
Courtesy of the artist
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Barış Doğrusöz’s Sand Storm and the
Oblivion (2017), Beneath Crowded Skies
(2019) and Cross-Pollinated (2020) are
video installations that summon the
ancient city of Dura-Europos situated to
the west of the Euphrates river in Syria.
Founded in 303 BC, this multicultural
civilisation was known for its economic
power, strong trade connections, military
prowess and rich cultural heritage.
Over the years, the strategically located
Dura-Europos was transformed and
occupied by the Parthians and Romans.
Abandoned after the Persian assault of
256 AD – one of the first known instances
of underground warfare using chemical
weapons – Dura-Europos was soon
covered by sand and disappeared from
sight. It was rediscovered by American
archaeologists in 1885, only to be
destroyed during the Syrian Civil War and
looted by the Islamic State.
Sand Storm and the Oblivion explores
the ongoing destruction and disruptions
in the region. Building on excavation
and satellite images, drawings and
archaeological reports from the ancient
city of Dura-Europos, Doğrusöz carefully
expounds on both the challenges that
Dura (locally referred to as ‘The Fortress’)
had to face and the solutions its residents
ultimately implemented. In doing so,
the artist also addresses excavations
as part of the apparatus of colonial soft
power. With its multilayered narrative,
the film invites comparison between
Dura-Europos and the cosmopolitan
cities of today – highlighting the shared
issues of water politics and energy
resources, reclamation, urbanisation,
wars, systematic looting and deliberate
destruction.

Beneath Crowded Skies explores
the relationship between graffiti culture
and the ongoing armed operations in the
land of ‘The Fortress’. The archaeological
reports show how the residents of this
ancient city purposefully left marks to
be recuperated by future generations;
however, excavations also reveal other
findings. The fluctuation of long-term and
temporary residents of Dura-Europos,
the comings and goings of invaders,
looters and armed militias, also resulted
in inscriptions on the walls of private
homes, temples, and religious places.
Every individual who either helped
to enrich or destroy this ancient land
scratched their intimate thoughts or
their political and social concerns onto
the walls. By exposing and layering this
multitude of voices, Doğrusöz intertwines
the history and the present, and further
locates visual traces as a site of political
strategising and disobedience.
Keeping ‘The Fortress’ at the
core of the narrative structure, CrossPollinated reaches outwards towards
West Asia, the Soviet Union, and the
People’s Republic of China, examining
declassified Cold War-era images culled
from the first American spy satellite
CORONA (1959–72, and declassified
in 1995 by President Clinton). Through
thousands of collected and re-composed
images, the video conveys the flux of
urbanisation, industrialisation and war
as part of the ongoing erosion of the
ancient settlement of Dura-Europos and
its vicinity. In response to the effects
of war as a force that polarises people,
compelling previously unified societies
to draw lines and take sides, Doğrusöz
uses the alternative narrative symbology

Barış Doğrusöz, Sand Storm and the Oblivion, 2017
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International

Barış Doğrusöz, Beneath Crowded Skies, 2019
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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and spatial-temporal contexts of ancient
urban architecture as a reference point
by which to trace the movement of
power’s concentration. The experience
of contemporary Syrians, expelled from
their homelands in unprecedented
numbers, reverberates against the
backdrop of civilisational abandonment.
Doğrusöz draws attention to
how techniques of surveillance, war,
colonialism, and looting are considered
monetary devices with incredible potency
that can determine the current dynamics
of the region.
Supported by the SAHA Association.
Barış Doğrusöz lives and works in Beirut. His work
has been included in exhibitions, festivals and symposia
at venues around the world – solo and group shows
include Locus of Power, SALT Galata, Istanbul (2021);
What Time Is It?, ARTER, Istanbul (2019); When
the Present is History, Depo, Istanbul (2019); Barış
Doğrusöz: Theater of Operations, Sursock Museum,
Beirut (2019), and Sharjah Biennial 13 (2017).

Barış Doğrusöz, Cross-Pollinated, 2020
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Benji Boyadgian’s project The Temporary
Ruin (2010–ongoing) consists of the
documenting and mapping of Wadi
al-Shami (Al-Shami Valley) before it is
mostly eradicated. Located in Palestine,
between Bethlehem and Jerusalem,
Wadi al-Shami is a historically important
pastoral and agricultural land that was
annexed by Israel in 1967. Today, in
Hebrew, it is commonly referred to as
‘garbage valley’. The land is caught
between the 1948 Green Line (the border
separating pre-1967 Israel from the
Occupied Palestinian Territories) and
the 2003 Israeli West Bank barrier and
surrounded by the fragmented Jerusalem
conurbation. Today, the valley is subject
to becoming a settlement, encroached by
real estate and politics of the occupation.
Boyadgian has been documenting
what remains and will be erased of the
environment and the land’s cultural
heritage for more than a decade,
taking careful note of the constant
deconstruction and construction that will
result in the urban homogenisation of the
valley. By way of walking on the valley’s
surface, cataloguing the traces, taking
note of the continuous transformation,
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and collecting ‘artefacts’, Boyadgian
investigates and archives different points
of times that pass through the space.
Presented in Phase 3 of the 39th EVA
International, the first two chapters of
The Temporary Ruin – The Archive and
The Cabinet of Curiosity – as well as his
series of Drawings and Paintings From
the Valley offer a proposition on the idea
of ruins and the changing material culture
of the area. Rather than just preserving
traces of the past, which in the case of
Wadi al-Shami is a pre-emptive political
necessity, the work questions restitution
and what has been intentionally selected
for politics of memory and restitution.
Often working with various media and
site-specific installations as a means
of integrating into space and context,
Boyadgian continuously seeks to question
the way we preserve and narrate our
memory today.
Benji Boyadgian lives and works in Jerusalem.
Boyadgian’s recent exhibitions include CrossSections_
perspectives, Konstfack, Stockholm (2019); Phantom
Limbs, Jameel Arts Centre, Dubai (2019), and Shared
Religious Sites, DEPO, Istanbul (2019).

Benji Boyadgian, The Temporary Ruin, 2010–ongoing
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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In 1991 the performance artist,
feminist, and environmental activist
Betsy Damon founded Keepers of the
Waters in the United States. Adopting
a collaborative approach, the initiative
aims to raise awareness of ongoing water
issues through artistic, scientific, and
educational projects.
In the late 1980s and early ’90s,
Damon travelled to Beijing, Chengdu,
Kunming, Lijiang and Dali, where she
had the chance to study sacred springs,
experience the local scene, meet with
artists on the ground, and witness the
political turbulence in the country.
The Keepers of the Waters iterations,
first realised in Chengdu, Sichuan
Province in 1995, followed by a second
iteration in 1996, this time in Lhasa,
Tibet Autonomous Region, focused on
the pollution and possible protection
methods of the Funan and Lhasa rivers.
Damon invited local and international
artists to create public performances
and installation works individually and
collectively for both of these events.
The collection at the Sailor’s Home,
catalogued, digitised, and opened to the
public by Asia Art Archive (Hong Kong),
presented these two large-scale public
events and comprised a selection of
visual recordings and documentation
images spanning a time when Mainland
China was shifting to be more open
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Betsy Damon Archive:
Keepers of the Waters
(Chengdu and Lhasa)
led by Asia Art Archive
economically and politically. One of the
highlights from the collection is the
rare publicity of public art events and
performances by state broadcasters
and press. The Betsy Damon Archive
also features early performance and
installation pieces by women artists
such as Yin Xiuzhen, Zhang Xin, and
Zhang Lei; performances by Dai
Guangyu, Li Jixiang, and Song Dong;
and collaborative projects by Tibetan art
students who decided to participate in
the event voluntarily.
The extensive archive at Asia Art
Archive – comprised of slides, audiovisual recordings, newspaper clippings,
and interviews – contains material
pertinent to performance art, women
artists, exhibition histories and the
development of contemporary art in
regional cities of China.
Please see the accompanying Little
did they know publication for further
reference on this project.

Asia Art Archive, Betsy Damon Archive:
Keepers of The Waters (Chengdu and Lhasa), 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Betsy Damon is an internationally acclaimed artist
who has been called a practical visionary and a
humanist. For the past four decades, Damon’s work
has focused on a central subject: water, which she
reveals as the connective, creative, and collaborative
medium behind all life. Damon promotes public
consciousness of ‘Living Water’ and invites us to
place water itself as the foundation of all planning and
design. In its search for truth, her work traverses the
complexities of water – from a molecular scale to the
levels of ecosystems and societies. Damon is known
for her performances including The 7,000-Year-Old
Woman (1976) and The Living Water Garden (1998),
a public park in Chengdu, Sichuan, China. She has
directed many collaborative public performance events,
most notably in Chengdu and Lhasa, Tibet, China.
Currently, she is in communication with international
exhibitions, museums and activists in Ireland, Poland,
Turkey, and China, and will be exhibiting in 2022 at
Stony Brook University in New York. She has received
awards from the Bush Foundation, Heinz Foundation,
NEA, UNHabitat, Waterfront Center Top Honor, and
the ASLA.
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Asia Art Archive (AAA) is a nonprofit organisation
based in Hong Kong which focuses on documenting
the recent history of contemporary art in Asia within an
international context. AAA incorporates material that
members of local art communities find relevant to the
field and provides educational and public programming.

Deirdre O’Mahony’s Erratics (1995–96)
painting series was produced by tracing
the shadows of boulders on Mullaghmore
mountain in the Burren National Park.
In 1991, the national park was created
near the base of Mullaghmore in North
Clare. Without local consultation, the
Office of Public Works (OPW) decided
to build a large-scale interpretive centre
for the park. For hundreds of years, the
region attracted visitors, archaeologists,
historians, artists and many others for
the wealth of monuments from early
settlements and the diverse ecology of
the limestone pavement. The OPW’s
construction plan soon triggered a major
ecological conflict, initially at a local
and later at a national and international
level. At the time, the community of
Mullaghmore was polarised. Many ‘bornin’ locals supported the OPW’s decision,
whereas those led by Burren Action
Group – made up in large part of new
residents, artists and environmentalists
– opposed the plan. The conflict raised
questions of who constitutes the
community and how to define belonging
that were articulated but not openly
addressed during that period. After
counter-protests and lengthy court
battles which lasted more than ten years,
the construction of the centre, which had
begun in December 1992, was stopped
and the structure demolished.
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When O’Mahony returned to Ireland
in 1992 and settled in Kilnaboy, a parish
four miles from Mullaghmore, she found
herself in this active environment. As
an ‘outsider’, she wished to develop a
deeper engagement with the contested
space of Mullaghmore and the national
park, so she started an artist residency
in a local primary school. The residency
introduced O’Mahony to the eastern
side of the mountain covered with erratic
boulders, referred to locally as the
‘Giant’s Playground’. The Erratics series
came to life in this specific location and
during this contested period. She used
the long shadows cast by the boulders as
a template on the unstretched canvases
and filled the outlines with performative
gestures in her studio. The presentation
at the 39th EVA International revisited
O’Mahony’s Erratics after 25 years
with a new banner-like configuration
that recalls the ecological conflict that
damaged the dynamics within the
community. It likewise reflects on broader
contemporary discussions on belonging,
identification, and local and national
political authority.
Deirdre O’Mahony lives and works in Kilkenny.
Recent work includes The PLOT II, Gangwon
International Triennale Korea (2021); X-PO, SPUD
(2009–19), and CERERE, a Horizon project for
Teagasc Agricultural Centre (2020).

Deirdre O’Mahony, Erratics, 1995–96
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Taking a 1996 uprising in the cities
of Cutral Có and Plaza Huíncul in
Argentine Patagonia as its point of
departure, the video installation Cut
(2021) investigates the capacity and
shortcomings of the moving image to
account for a popular insurrection. Three
months after the fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989, a group of international financial
organisations, including the International
Monetary Fund, World Bank and United
States Department of the Treasury,
prepared a series of economic policy
guidelines known as the ‘Washington
Consensus’. The agreed-on action
items encompassed the privatisation
of government-owned companies,
the deregulation of markets (including
the labour market) and the opening of
national economies to international
trade. These changes were ubiquitously
implemented across Latin America
in the 1990s; as such, the sway of the
‘Washington Consensus’ in Argentina
manifested itself in the privatisation of
all state companies, including those
overseeing oil production.
The neighbouring cities Cutral Có
and Plaza Huíncul in the Patagonian
desert had grown, developed and
depended on oil activity since the first
wells were installed in 1918. The post1989 privatisation caused significant
unemployment and civil unrest in both
cities. The government attempted to
de-escalate the situation by promising
alternative job opportunities in the
region. Nonetheless, on 20 June 1996,
Diego Bruno, Cut, 2021
Single-channel video installation, 51’
Courtesy of the artist
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the provincial government of Cutral
Có and Plaza Huíncul announced the
cancellation of a Canadian-backed
fertiliser plant. In the following six days,
both cities witnessed an insurgency
through unconventional means,
combining a systematic road blockade,
full interruption of the circulation of
goods and local government actors, and
free distribution of essentials for everyone
taking part in the collective protest.
Taking this series of events as its
point of departure, Cut attempts to
relocate a temporally and geographically
distant moment to the here and now
through the juxtaposition of episodic
fragments featuring archival and
contemporary materials.
Supported by Frame Contemporary
Art Finland.
Diego Bruno lives and works in Helsinki. His work has
been shown in The eye of the hurricane, BIENALSUR,
Buenos Aires (2021); Communicating Difficult Pasts,
Latvian Centre for Contemporary Art, Riga (2019), and
Ultrasanity. On Madness, Sanitation, Antipsychiatry
and Resistance, 58th Venice Biennale collateral event
curated by SAVVY Contemporary (2019).

Diego Bruno, Cut, 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Driant Zeneli’s Beneath a surface there
is just another surface (2015–19) is
composed of three video installations.
In the first instalment of the trilogy, titled
It would not be possible to leave planet
earth unless gravity existed (2017), Zeneli
visits the imposing Kombinati Metalurgjik
‘Çeliku i Partisë’ në Elbasan (the ‘Steel
of the Party’ metallurgic complex in
Elbasan). In 1962 the Party of Labour of
Albania unveiled a five-year plan that was
entirely dedicated to the development
of the country’s most important steel
complex. It was a symbol – and a sign of
political comeback following a standoff with the Soviet Union – of the newly
minted alliance between the Communist
Party of China and the Party of Labour of
Albania. After the opening, the chromium
extracted in Bulqizë would in turn be
used as the alloy for the steel produced
here. The complex transformed the entire
landscape of the historic city of Elbasan.
After the fall of the Party of Labour of
Albania in 1992, some of the factories
housed in the complex were privatised;
however, a considerable number were
decommissioned and subsequently
abandoned.
It would not be possible to leave
planet earth unless gravity existed unveils
the social and political consequences of
a collapsed industrial complex. It is also
a film about Mario, a friend of Zeneli’s
with a lifelong passion for flying and a
particular interest in space travel. His
unique character and Zeneli’s encounters
with him furnish the basis for the film
trilogy. As Mario wanders among the

ruins of the post-apocalyptic landscape
of Çeliku i Partisë and contemplates what
is left of humanity, he pieces together
his own escape plan. Zeneli pivots the
audience, as well as his friend Mario,
towards a much-desired new ideal.
In the second film, And Then I Found
Some Meteorites in My Room (2018),
Zeneli focuses on the story of Bujar and
Flora, a father and a daughter living
around the former metallurgic complex.
Flora and Bujar’s primary source of
income is coal and metal picking, but
Flora also happens to be a self-taught DJ
performing as DJ Suleimani, while Bujar
is a space enthusiast who has developed
his own theories about the solar system
and dark matter. The film foregrounds
the abandoned landscape of the
metallurgical complex, which shot from
above has the appearance of a deserted
or uninhabited planet, and combines it
with live images of outer space broadcast
by the International Space Station. The
voiceover of Bujar detailing his theories,
overlaid with Flora’s music performance,
simultaneously provides solace and
fantasy for those who were left behind.
The last film, Maybe the cosmos
is not so extraordinary (2019), is set
in Bulqizë, a small town in north-east
Albania. Built to respond to the demands
of the mining industry workforce, Bulqizë
is home to the largest chromium reserves
in Europe and was an economic pillar
of communist Albania from 1946–90.
From the 1980s onwards, the town’s
state-run industrial complex experienced
dynamic growth in chromium extraction

Driant Zeneli, And Then I Found Some Meteorites in My Room, 2018
From the trilogy Beneath a surface there is just another surface,
2015–19. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International

Driant Zeneli, It would not be possible to leave planet earth unless
gravity existed, 2017. From the trilogy Beneath a surface there is just
another surface, 2015–19. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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and became a leading supplier of exports
for the politically and economically
isolated country. Incidentally, the town
also housed a labour camp, where
political prisoners were sentenced to
manual labour. After the fall of the Party
of Labour of Albania, the industrial
complex was privatised but chromium
exports are still the driving force behind
Albania’s economy today. The final film
in the trilogy intertwines the contentious
history of chrome extraction in Albania
and the possibility of a utopian future in
outer space. The sudden discovery of
a cosmic chromium capsule prompts
five children to begin their journey for
liberation. The lifeless and historically
charged environment of the town thus
transforms into a frontier for an escape
plan. Excerpts from Albanian physicist
and writer Arion Hysenbegas’s On the
Way to Epsilon Eridani (1983) – a sci-fi
novel about the extraterrestrial life,
published and censored during the height
of chromium extraction – accompany
the journey with faux-propagandistic
overtones. Leaning towards magical
realism, Zeneli weaves fiction into the
reality of the lives of the five children he
met at Bulqizë.

Driant Zeneli lives and works between Milan and
Tirana. Zeneli represented Albania at the 54th and 58th
Venice Biennales (2011, 2019). Zeneli has also recently
shown his work in Off to Space: Counternarrating the
Cosmos, Israeli Center for Digital Art, Holon (2020);
In an Attempt to Get Up, National Gallery of Kosovo,
Prishtina (2019), and Programme 15, Sharjah Art
Foundation (2019).

Driant Zeneli, Maybe the cosmos is not so extraordinary, 2019
From the trilogy Beneath a surface there is just another surface,
2015–19. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Since the early 1970s, the district
of Exarcheia in Athens has been an
important site for public actions,
student demonstrations, rallies,
housing anarchists, environmentalists,
feminist groups, human rights activists
and many other politically oriented
groups. In A Jagged Line Through
Space (2017–19), Efstathiou brings
together her photographic archives
with collective experiences, and offers
an unconventional journey through the
neighbourhood, asking the question: is
Exarcheia an island?
A speculative commentary on
placemaking, A Jagged Line Through
Space probes the complex roles
of societal actors and how they
are negotiated in public spaces.
Simultaneously the artist reveals the
political divisiveness of the subject
of Exarcheia. As it turns out, the
neighbourhood of Exarcheia elicits a
particularly wide range of positions and
opinions on what it represents today.
Included in the display is the series Razzle
Dazzle (2019), made using methods
such as etching, lithograph, chine-collé
and gouache on paper, which explores
the perimeters and the thoroughfares
of this neighbourhood. Mapped by
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six different constituents of Exarcheia
and intervened on by the artist, these
pseudo-cartographic images reveal
how the boundaries of the district are
imagined differently based on everyday
activities, collective spaces, and personal
recollections.
In a set of 12 paintings and a
group of etchings titled A Jagged Line
Through Space 1–10 (2019), the artist
captures the perpetual dynamism
and the changing connotations of
the neighbourhood without direct
representations. Through a variety of
techniques, Efstathiou purposefully
abandons denotational references and
questions the space of collective action
steeped in individual memories and
positions.
Eirene Efstathiou lives and works in Athens, Greece.
Her solo exhibitions include A Jagged Line Through
Space, Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens (2020) and
Regarding the Continuity of Disrupted Images, Irene
Laub Gallery, Brussels (2017). Her recent group
exhibitions include When the Present is History,
Depo, Istanbul (2020), and Anatomy of Political
Melancholy, Athens Conservatory, Schwarz
Foundation, Athens (2019).

Eirene Efstathiou, A Jagged Line Through Space 1–10, 2019
Etching and mezzotint on paper, each 20 x 25 cm (detail)
Courtesy of the artist and Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens
Eirene Efstathiou
(left) Razzle Dazzle K., 2019
(right) Razzle Dazzle E., 2019
Etching, lithograph, Chine-collé,
and gouache on paper, each 34 x 24 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens
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[Overleaf]
Eirene Efstathiou, A Jagged Line Through Space, 2017–19
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Felt workshops (2018–20) is an
installation that revisits the tradition of
handwork as a way to socialise between
women - a practice that Hana Miletić
knows from her childhood in former
Yugoslavia. The simple acts of weaving,
knitting, sewing, embroidering and
repairing were a symbol of togetherness,
caring, supporting and listening, building
a shared future and strengthening
the idea of the commons, as well as
continuing ancestral traditions.
The 11 textile works that constitute
the installation are the result of a series
of public workshops that the women’s
group from Globe Aroma, Hana Miletić,
and Vereinigung für Frauenintegration,
Amerlinghaus, have facilitated at
Globe Aroma (Brussels, 2018);
Kunstenfestivaldesarts, WIELS (Brussels,
2018); Playground Festival, M-Museum
(Leuven, 2019); and Amerlinghaus, and
Kunsthalle Wien (Vienna, 2020). Wool felt
is one of the oldest manufactured textiles.
It does not require any instrument other
than one’s hands. Hot water and soap
are applied to layers of wool, while tender
massaging and pressing causes the
fibres to become permanently entangled
into a single piece of fabric. There is
a micro-political dimension to this
multiplicity of hands and voices, which
the technique of felting poetically echoes.
The differently coloured parts of the felt
are still distinguishable, but up close it
can be seen how they have gently become
entangled with one another. The layered
wooden racks that carry these felts in
the installation refer to commonly used
structures for carpet cleaning, distributed
in open public spaces in Zagreb.

Workshop facilitators from the
women’s group from Globe Aroma
(Brussels): Mimouna Amri, Nadia
Baykova, Xerina Goxhaj, Salome
Grdzelishvili, Chantal Gyselinx, Bouchra
Lamsyeh, Soumaya Mahroug, Shurouq
Mussran, Françoise Nibagwire, Shilemeza
Prins, Merel Selleslach, Marie-Ange
Sibi, Larisa Utesheva, Liselore Vandeput,
Marie van der Poel, and Ifrah Yusuf.
Workshop facilitators from
Vereinigung für Frauenintegration
(Vienna): Karima Boutchich, Sonam
Chodon Yulsanangpa, Amany Hamada,
Duwita C.T. Maizir, and Hanaa Rhaouat.
This work is dedicated to Salome
Grdzelishvili, who taught the facilitators
how to felt together.
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Hana Miletić lives and works in Brussels. Solo
exhibitions at MUDAM in Luxemburg, The Museum
of Modern and Contemporary Art in Rijeka, and
Kunsthalle Mainz are planned for 2022. Her most
recent solo exhibitions took place at Bergen Kunsthall
(2021), and WIELS in Brussels (2018). She also took
part in Sharjah Biennial 13 (2017), and was a resident
at Van Eyck in Maastricht (2014–15), and at the
cultural centre of the Josef and Anni Albers Foundation
in Senegal (2019). In 2021, Miletić was awarded the
Baloise Art Prize.

Hana Miletić, Felt workshops, 2018–20
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Gaby (2017) is a video work that explores
the intersections of gay culture (its
iconography, politics and relationships)
and the police force (their tactics and
their personnel). Divided into three
parts, Gaby opens with montaged found
footage of police officers dancing at
Pride parades to the Village People’s
iconic 1978 song ‘Y.M.C.A.’. This
footage of police officers dancing
with and alongside Pride-goers hints
at the tension associated with police
attendance at Pride events – these
scenes of joy are undercut by knowledge
of the homophobic and violent attitudes
that the police force have historically
perpetuated against queer people.
The second part of the film focuses
on the September 1977 issue of the gay
magazine Christopher Street, named after
the street where a series of spontaneous
riots by members of the LGBTQ+
community took place in response to
a police raid of the Stonewall Inn in the
summer of 1969. The cover of that issue
of the magazine posed the question ‘Can
gays save New York city?’ The cover
story praised the critical function of
white male gay communities in saving
Manhattan from the ‘slums’, glorifying
the community’s active participation in
the ‘revitalisation’ of the city. The film’s
final scenes show Gaby Sahhar, an artist
Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings, Gaby, 2017
Single-channel video, 7’ 55’’
Music by Owen Pratt.
Words taken from an interview with Gaby Sahhar.
Courtesy of the artists and Arcadia Missa, London
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Hannah Quinlan and
Rosie Hastings

and the duo’s closest friend, retelling
their brief relationship as an 18-year-old
with a straight-presenting cop. Through
three sequential vignettes, Quinlan and
Hastings playfully intertwine the past with
the present, the private with the public,
the LGBTQ+ community’s changing
role in late capitalism and its direct
relationship with the actors of control.
Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings live and work
in South-East London. Working across film, drawing,
installation, performance and fresco, they address the
sociocultural and political structures that reinforce
conservatism and discriminatory practices within and
around the LGBTQ+ community. Their work archives
the politics, histories and aesthetics of queer spaces
and culture in the West, and proposes strategies for
the redistribution of power in relation to gender, class
and race. Quinlan and Hastings are represented by
Arcadia Missa (London) and Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi
(Berlin). They are recipients of the 2020 Film London
Jarman award and have presented their work at the
Centre Pompidou, MOSTYN, Focal Point Gallery,
PinchukArtCentre, Hayward Gallery, Whitechapel
Gallery, ICA London, and the Venice Architecture
Biennale, among others. Later in 2022, they will have
solo exhibitions at the Kunsthalle Osnabrück and Art
Now at Tate Britain.

Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings, Gaby, 2017
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings, Gaby, 2017
Single-channel video, 7’ 55’’
Music by Owen Pratt.
Words taken from an interview with Gaby Sahhar.
Courtesy of the artists and Arcadia Missa, London
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Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings, Gaby, 2017
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International

State of Illusion (2018) and Political
Decadence (2021) are works by Jasmina
Cibic that reflect on the last time the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
exhibited on the international stage of
the World Exposition event: in 1967, well
before the country’s demise. Organised
in Montréal with the title ‘Man and His
World’, EXPO 67 aimed to celebrate
both the architectural grandeur of the
nation and the power of national unity.
This was the first EXPO where vanguard
Yugoslav design and ambitious cultural
programming gave way to political
pragmatism and significant budget cuts
both in design and artistic selection.
Instead of a visionary pavilion designed
by one of the key artists and architects of
Yugoslav Modernism, Vjenceslav Richter,
a simplified architecture was chosen
by Yugoslav politicians, composed of
seven interconnecting prisms, which
symbolised the six Yugoslav republics
as well as the host country. Within the
pavilion, the curators aimed to capture
‘the interest of housewives and children’
rather than appeal to the preferences of
international power players, which had
been the country’s cultural-political goal
until then.
The film State of Illusion opens with
the following sentence: ‘Nation-building
is the act of creating a set of illusions
which confirm and reinstate a common
ground among citizens. The art of nationbuilding, as any true art, conceals the
means with which it is achieved.’ The
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Jasmina Cibic

artist recreates the last Yugoslav pavilion
as an illusionist device, which turns into
a stage prop and is activated by four
dancers: an Illusionist and her three
henchmen. They use the six triangles
standing in for the six former Yugoslav
republics to make the Illusionist herself
disappear, each time in a more violent
manner – until she no longer exists.
Drawing attention to the relationship
between framing devices of art and
architecture and political power, Cibic
exposes the continuous dance of
culture with mechanisms of soft power
aimed to deliver populist spectacle and
international spectatorship. Exhibited
alongside State of Illusion, Political
Decadence responds to the current
climate, further exploring the idea of
spectacle politics.
State of Illusion was commissioned by
Phi Foundation Montreal and supported
by the Graham Foundation for Advanced
Studios in the Fine Arts, Kunstmuseum
Ahlen, and Northern Film School at Leeds
Beckett University.
Jasmina Cibic lives and works in London. Cibic
represented Slovenia at the 55th Venice Biennial
(2013) with her project For Our Economy and Culture.
Her solo shows include Some things want to run,
CCA Glasgow (2019), and Everything That You Desire
and Nothing That You Fear, Phi Foundation,
Montréal (2019).

Jasmina Cibic, State of Illusion, 2018
Single-channel HD video, 19’
Courtesy of the artist
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Jasmina Cibic, State of Illusion, 2018
Single-channel HD video, 19’
Courtesy of the artist
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Jasmina Cibic, Political Decadence, 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Indian Momento (2017) is an installation
by Krista Belle Stewart based on the
short documentary of almost the same
name by Michel Régnier, originally filmed
in 1967. Régnier’s Indian Memento was
produced for the ‘Indians of Canada’
pavilion at EXPO 67, which was titled
‘Man and His World’ and organised in
Montréal. The film opens with scenes
of a young Indigenous woman going
about her daily life – swimming, hanging
laundry, socialising – and shots of forests,
lakes, mountains and animals. After a
short while, the 19-minute documentary
suddenly shifts to the EXPO 67 pavilion,
giving the viewer a tour of the display.
At precisely 12 minutes and 49
seconds, the tour enters a space called
‘Work Life’, showcasing a crowded array
of archival images and stills arranged
on the walls in an uneven grid. At the
apex of the room’s arch is a still image
of Seraphine Stewart – mother of Krista
Belle Stewart. The photograph was
taken from a CBC docudrama Seraphine:
Her Own Story (1967), which charts
Seraphine’s life as a younger woman
moving from Spaxomin Reservation
(Douglas Lake) to Victoria, where she
became the first Indigenous public health
nurse in British Columbia. The image
shows her in profile, wearing a nurse cap
and garb.

Krista Belle Stewart, Indian Momento, 2017
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Exploring the personal and political
narratives inherent in archival materials,
Stewart’s Indian Momento revisits the
scene from the 1967 documentary,
mimicking the stained-glass windows
in the churches. The image of the
artist’s mother can be seen in starkly
contrasted red against black. Referencing
Catholicism and Indigenous residential
schools, the installation engages with
questions on representation, intervention
and violence.
Krista Belle Stewart lives and works in Berlin. She
was recently an artist-in-residence at the Künstlerhaus
Bethanien through the Sobey Art Award Residency
Program. Stewart was the recipient of The Jack
and Doris Shadbolt Foundation VIVA for the Visual
Arts Award (2019) and participated in CTM Festival,
Berlin (2020). Recent solo exhibitions include Truth To
Material, Goethe Pop-Up Seattle (2021), and A Guest A
Host a Ghost, Artspace, Peterborough, ON (2019).

[Overleaf]
Krista Belle Stewart, Indian Momento, 2017, detail.
Vinyl print, dimensions variable
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Mario Rizzi’s film trilogy Bayt (2013–19),
meaning ‘home’ in Arabic, centres on
notions of home and identity, care and
engagement, belonging and uprooting
with a particular interest in female identity
in the Arab world. The third film of the
series, The Little Lantern (2019), narrates
the untold story of Anni Kanafani, a
Danish educator now in her eighties who
has lived in Beirut since 1961.
In the late 1950s and early ’60s,
Kanafani participated in Denmark’s antinuclear movement and the Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament marches in the
UK. As a student and later an educator,
she first learned about the occupation
of Palestine when she was invited to a
pedagogical conference in Dubrovnik by
the Yugoslavian student union and met
Palestinian student leaders living in Syria.
The following year she went to Damascus
and Beirut, where she met Ghassan
Kanafani, one of the influential writers
of the Palestinian resistance, whom she
married two months later. His writings
include novellas, such as Return to Haifa,
poems and political texts, and have been
translated into more than 20 languages.
Following the death of her husband,
killed in a terrorist attack together with
his niece Lamis, Anni Kanafani started
setting up kindergartens in Palestinian
refugee camps in Lebanon, with the aim
of sharing her knowledge and expertise
in childcare, children’s rights and
education. Today she continues her work,
teaching Palestinian and Syrian children
in six kindergartens, two rehabilitation
centres for children with special needs,
and three libraries.
Mario Rizzi, The Little Lantern, 2019
From the trilogy Bayt, 2013–19
Single-channel 2K film on DCP, 61’
Courtesy the artist and Italian Council 2018
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The final chapter of the trilogy, The
Little Lantern is titled after a fairy tale
Ghassan Kanafani wrote for Lamis, a
metaphorical story of a princess who
is trying to bring the sun into a castle,
symbolising the possibility of non-violent
bottom-up revolution for Palestine. The
narrative frame of the film consists of a
laboratory, conceived and coordinated
by the artist, in the kindergarten created
by Anni Kanafani in the Burj el Barajneh
refugee camp, resulting in the staging of
a theatrical adaptation of the fairy tale (an
adaptation by the artist himself) in two
theatres in Beirut. The film juxtaposes
the personal story of Anni Kanafani, from
her days with Ghassan as an ‘outsider to
the idea of revolution’ to her work with
children in the camps, and the unfolding
of the fairy tale.
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Mario Rizzi lives and works in Berlin. Institutional
solo and group exhibitions of Rizzi’s work include تيب
Bayt, Pecci Contemporary Art Center, Prato (2019);
We Refugees – Of the Right to Have Right, Badischer
Kunstverein, Karlsruhe (2016); Istanbul: Passion, Joy,
Fury, MAXXI, Rome (2015); Where are the Arabs?,
MoMA PS1, New York (2014), and This Day, Tate
Modern, London (2007).

Mario Rizzi, The Little Lantern, 2019
From the trilogy Bayt, 2013–19
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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SCENE SIX:
The Old Woman
An old woman approaches the gates of the palace, and
the guards block her way.
OLD WOMAN:
Hey! Move away! Let me in! I want to help
the princess. Move away!
GUARD 1:
You are an old and feeble woman, how
can you help her?
OLD WOMAN:
Please let me in! I can help the princess.
GUARD 2:		
Nobody can enter the palace without a
royal permit.
The Old Woman puts up a fierce struggle against the
guards, using her stick to defend herself. Her words are
slang and slightly offensive.
OLD WOMAN:
Alright then… tell her that if an old woman
cannot enter her palace, then how does
she expect the sun to enter it?
While she walks away, the Old Woman keeps mumbling.
OLD WOMAN:
Curse the moment when I decided to
come here…
The Princess notices what’s happening.
PRINCESS:		
Old Woman! Old Woman!

SCENE SEVEN:
Time is Running Short
NARRATOR:
But the guards don’t let her in and the
Old Woman turns back and goes away.

NARRATOR:
The old woman did not come the next day,
nor the next day nor even the following
day. The princess was sad and depressed
more and more day by day.

PRINCESS:		
Old Woman! Old Woman! Come back!
Don’t go! Guards, find her!

Unnoticed, somebody slips a new note under the door
of the Princess. She picks it up and walks to the front of
the stage, while reading the paper.

NARRATOR:		
The Old Woman has already disappeared
in the small streets of the kingdom, she is
already far away. The princess goes back
to her room feeling sad and depressed.
She can’t stop thinking of what the Old
Woman told the guards. But she can’t
understand what she meant.

WISE MAN’s voice:
Time is running short… The large candle
is about to melt away… Tears and sadness
do not solve problems.
PRINCESS:		
I have to do something or I’ll spend my
life in a closed wooden chest. Chief
guard! Chief guard! I want you to bring to
the palace everyone who carries a little
lantern.

PRINCESS:		
Chief guard! Chief guard!
CHIEF GUARD:
Yes, my princess! What can I do for you?

CHIEF GUARD:
All this because of a mad woman?

PRINCESS:
Who is the old woman you sent away?
Describe her to me. Is this the first time
she comes to the palace?

PRINCESS:
I have to find the old woman, maybe the
solution is with her.

CHIEF GUARD:
She is a poor woman who always carries
a little lantern. She comes here every
evening, but the guards won’t let her in
because they believe she is insane.

CHIEF GUARD (to the guards):
Bring every woman and every man
carrying little lanterns to the palace
immediately. This is an order from the
princess!

PRINCESS:		
No! No! ... If the old woman comes
tomorrow… let her in!

Mario Rizzi, The Little Lantern, 2019
Excerpt from the base scenario
Courtesy the artist and Italian Council 2018
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The Inextinguishable (2020) is an
illustrated pamphlet by Melanie Jackson
and Esther Leslie. It is the latest work
coming out of their ongoing collaborative
exploration of milk, long associated with
Ireland’s Golden Vein. Located at the
intersection of three counties – Limerick,
Tipperary and Cork – the Golden Vein
is the best land in Ireland for dairy
farming. The Inextinguishable explores
the inexhaustible resonances of milk and
butter, seen through the prism of Irish
history and the calamities of the present.
Milk is a primal fluid, identified with care –
yet its sensational qualities are captured
by science in bio-political skeins of big
data analysis in Ireland and internationally
to make it one of the most technologised
fluids on the planet.
The artists’ ongoing collaboration
studies milk as a substance that is both
fundamental and subject to the latest
biotechnological developments, and as
a focal point for intersecting political,
colonial and gender histories.
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Esther Leslie

opiates

cold comfort farm
In the USA, farmers’ lives are hard. Agribusiness places
farmers on a supply-price treadmill. Gate prices for
food fall. It is impossible to grow a way out of crisis.
More production depresses prices further. Even the
largest farmers are cash-poor. Monoculture clears
farmers from the land. Counties turn into company
towns. It is said that companies punish growers
who attempt to organize among themselves. Objectors are supplied with the worst poults or the
dregs from company feed silos. Suicide and
self-harm results. There is also self-medication with prescription opioids. A public
health emergency has been declared.
Recent surveys of rural residents indicate that 45 percent of adults
working in agriculture have been
directly impacted by opioid
abuse, either by knowing
someone, an acquaintance
or family member, who
is addicted, by having
taken an illegal opioid, or by living
with their own
o n g o i n g
addiction.

In the agricultural as well as in the factory
districts the consumption of opium among
the grown-up labourers, both male and female,
is extending daily. To push the sale of opiate ...
is the great aim of some enterprising wholesale
merchants. By druggists it is considered
the leading article.
Infants that take opiates ‘shrank up into little old men’,
or became ‘wizened like little monkeys’.
Marx notes that Dr. Edward Smith was sent by the
English Government to Lancashire, Cheshire and other
places, during the cotton crisis caused by the American
Civil War, to report on the sanitary condition of the cotton operatives. He found advantages in the women’s
dis-employment. They no longer fed their babies opiate
to keep them still during the day. Smith reported that,
from a hygienic point of view, and apart from the banishment of the operatives from the factory atmosphere, the
crisis had several advantages. The women now had sufficient leisure to give their infants the breast, instead of
poisoning them with ‘Godfrey’s cordial’. They had time
to learn to cook. Unfortunately, the acquisition of this
art occurred at a time when they had nothing to cook.

blue

Penicillin mould worms its way through
cheese, in green, grey, blue or black veins.
Blue is common. Blue mould is ever ready to emerge
out of the air. It settles like a powder on whatever organic entity it finds, if the conditions are damp enough
and with enough surrounding oxygen. The veins in
blue cheese are the result of a spiking by needles held in
hands or by devices poking in copper rods, or, later,
stainless steel ones. These holes let oxygen circulate
and the mould grow and move. The mould makes the
cheese more acidic. It breaks down proteins, turning
the cheese softer and creamier. Mould breaks down
fats, releasing ketones, free fatty acids that taste
piquant. The dairy proteins in cheese act as mild
opiates. Fragments of cheese protein, called casomorphins, fasten to the same brain receptors to
which heroin and other narcotics attach. Each
bite of cheese yields a tiny hit of dopamine.
It brings us pleasure. We become addicts.

During the three phases of the
39th EVA International copies of The
Inextinguishable were free to take away
from the exhibition venues and were
provided to anyone who subscribed
via email.
Commissioned by EVA International and
supported the British Council.
Melanie Jackson is a UK-based artist. Recent projects
include Deeper in the Pyramid (2018), an exhibition and
publication developed with Grand Union, Birmingham,
Primary, Nottingham and Banner Repeater, London.
Jackson is represented by Matt’s Gallery.
Esther Leslie is Professor of Political Aesthetics at
Birkbeck, University of London. Her books include
Deeper in the Pyramid (with Melanie Jackson, Banner
Repeater, 2018); Liquid Crystals: The Science and
Art of a Fluid Form (Reaktion, 2016), and Derelicts:
Thought Worms from the Wreckage (Unkant, 2014).

Melanie Jackson and Esther Leslie, The Inextinguishable, 2020
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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In Capital, Marx laments the squalid
plight of the British working classes
in the 1860s. Children are kept quiet with opiates, as
a result of women working long hours in the factories.
A footnote citing the ‘Children’s Employment Commission, Fifth Report’, written in London in 1866, observes
a more widespread use of opiates.
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the INextINguIshAble

We are
fed
by some
Mater Mary Mercery
cordial of the
Dripping Nipples,
and in time
we will think
that milk’s
a queer
arrangement.
9

Milk is there from the beginning. Milk
acts as a kind of primal, or primary,
fluid. It is there at the start of life, for
mammals. It is a dramatic fluid. Spilt milk
becomes emblematic of both tragedy
and of ecstasy. Captured by photographs
or rendered digitally, milk, which comes
from bodies, takes on a body. It solidifies
into forms: milk crowns, splashes made
sculptural. As butter or cheese, it turns
solid too. Before us, in the heat of our
action, in the frenzy of our digestion,
in the indistinctness of our dreams, it
melts away. It spills out and it hides. Its
presence also banal, its metaphors are
of exploitation, rinsed out and spent, as
well as incanting kindness and care. It is
a white trail through history. Its traces are
manifold. Its resonances are abundant,
excessive. Milk is everything.
Milk is alchemical. It could be
said, miraculous. It extends itself in all
directions.
Milk is material, mythical
and multiple. Milk is the result of
transformations of grass into nutrients,
nutrients into blood and blood into milk.
Milk’s whiteness is drawn from
green and red. Milk has a spectrum or
plays across the spectrum of colour.
It has been called liquid gold. This is
because milk has value.
Butter also has an affinity with gold.
Golden butter in golden foils, it evokes
the ores of the earth. Butter: a seam,
a vein, as if mineral trapped in matter,
awaiting release.
Set-ups
Milk is a liquid loaded with the capacity
to nourish life, but it contains also the
clout of eradication. Milk is dogged by
attempts to wrestle command over its
supply, to ensnare the milk-provider, to
extract its milk from it and to reshape that
milk as something else, as anything else,
even as something so different to itself,
it barely registers as milk or milk-derived

at all. Milk’s components have now been
more strictly identified: casein, whey,
lactose and all the strains of these. Each
has its own characteristics and multiple
uses. Milk’s capacity is to be extendable,
to issue in various ways. Milk is ever
presented as an emblem of nature, in
marketing and advertising, as much
as in the work of lactivists, the militant
promoters of breastfeeding.
Milk Mining
Milk is mined. Milk is screened and
magnified. Parts never seen before are
brought into view. These can be picked
out and isolated. Milk is an ore. Milk is
pursued as a never-ending resource…
Milk is dried into powder, extracted,
abstracted, worked over to make the
desiccated parts for a solution that,
once hydrated, can be drip fed back
intravenously, or through bottles and
shakes… Milk is made akin to crude oil.
It goes into refineries and emerges in the
form of complex products and derivatives
that are traded around the globe. The
prices for these micro-commodities
can boom or crash because of political
and economic storms in local markets.
Within a day’s trading, the value of the
whole bodies of the cows and the lives of
farmers are altered by the fluctuations of
these micro-nutrient derivatives.
Milky Sleep
Where is the froth on the daydream? Milk
leads us into dreams. Milk builds our
dreams. Milk’s whiteness is a blanket
for our sleep. Milk is as complex as our
dreams. And if we dream of white milk,
we dream too of pink, red and blue milk,
of black milk, of milk of every colour and
of none. Milk is an extraordinary totality
from which everything and anything can
be developed, real and mythic, intimate
and industrialised, body-made, labaugmented.
Melanie Jackson, Sacred Cow (yellow), 2019. Courtesy of the artist
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Milk Mythopoeisis
Imagine milk held up at the border.
It needs to cross, and can’t get through
in a scenario where the state has become
dysfunctional, the infrastructure a
political pawn. The milkman can’t deliver
the milk, won’t deliver it, is not able
to. The milk is denied free movement.
In this situation, the milk goes sour.
Discussions can turn sour. They do
turn sour, when politics has become
a strange game of one-upmanship,
playground punishments, cynicism
and incompetence. A combined and
cooperative dairy island could, in
this instance, be cut in two, into two
neighbours that are unable to talk or
share a drink together. Hard border.
Hard cheese. Hard cheese to you if that
happens. Or could the milk be double,
become doubled – of this place and of
that one? Of both and of neither. It spills
over borders, but it may sink only back
into the bog.… Develop your protein
portfolio. And he will love you, and bless
you, and multiply you: he will also bless
the fruit of your womb, and the fruit of
your land, your grain, and your wine,
and your oil, the increase of your cattle,
and the flocks of your sheep, in the land
which he swore unto your fathers to give
you. This fruitful land of flocks and herds.
Over which there floats a baby blimp,
free-floating speck of dust, a mote of
post-human capital. Because the people
have cleared off, been cleared off.
Are chimeras.

Melanie Jackson, The Golden Vein, 2019. Courtesy of the artist
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A native of Askeaton, Michele Horrigan
has long observed the environmental
impact of the Aughinish Alumina refinery
on the estuary on the River Shannon.
Built by a Canadian conglomerate in
1983, and now owned by a Russian
consortium, the refinery imports mineral
ore bauxite from Guinea and Brazil
and converts it to powder alumina to
be exported worldwide for aluminium
production. It has been subject to
criticism for years due to tell-tale
signs of industrial pollution around the
estuary. In addition to investigating
these circumstances and the aftermath
of unregulated industrialisation in the
region, Horrigan’s installation Stigma
Damages (2011–ongoing) proposes a
non-chronological reading of the history
of this ‘strong yet light’ material. Through
a variety of mediums, Horrigan articulates
how – from the 19th century onwards –
the story of aluminium was repeatedly
reconstructed along the lines of class,
gender, ecology, value and power.
For the 39th EVA International,
Stigma Damages was presented at the
Sailor’s Home and the Hunt Museum
Jewellery Gallery. The Sailor’s Home
instalment of the work dwelt on the
Rusal Aughinish complex – the largest
industrial site in Ireland and Europe’s
busiest refinery. Various archival
documents and imagery traced the
growing presence of the industry on-site
with an overview of what is locally known
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as ‘the red field’, a continually growing
350-acre site of leftover hazardous
waste. The complex impact of this heavy
industry on women, children, and nature
is further explored in Horrigan’s 2014
video What A Feeling!. The instalment at
the Hunt Museum offered an alternative
societal view of the metal. Rock salvaged
during a visit to the first open bauxite
quarry in southern France, a replica of
the aluminium top of the Washington
Monument and harrowing newspaper
headlines detailing the industry’s
environmental impact in Limerick were
among the ‘specimens’ presented.
Michele Horrigan is an artist and curator. Since 2006
Horrigan is the director of Askeaton Contemporary
Arts. Recent group and solo exhibitions include Stories
from Lismore and Beyond, Lismore Castle Arts,
Waterford (2020), Where Does The Law Stand With
Leprechauns?, The Lab, Dublin (2018), and Bandits
Live Comfortably in The Ruins, Flat Time House,
London (2016).

Michele Horrigan, Stigma Damages, 2011–ongoing
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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... Nowadays, as a major economic
driver and employer in the region, the
plant has more or less carte blanche
from the Irish state to do whatever it
wants. An expansive storage area for
red bauxite residue mud, a by-product
of the manufacturing process continues
to exponentially grow onsite to over 350
acres, with aggressive rock blasting
to extend its size being completed in
close proximity to the river estuary. The
mud, full of chemicals, was classified
as hazardous for years until the EPA
began to describe and define it as ‘nonhazardous’ since 2003. On a recent visit
there with an environmentalist friend
trained in reading and analysing the
technical information in the annual report
that is only available at the reception area
of the refinery, we learned that RUSAL is
not required by Ireland’s EPA to survey
the health of any marine wildlife in the
vicinity of the complex and that any
requirements of making public real-time
monitoring of emissions are currently not
complied with...
From RESEARCH: Interrupted
by Michele Horrigan
For the full text, visit https://www.eva.ie/
littledidtheyknow/research-interrupted/
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Minna Henriksson’s Kiila / The Wedge,
Feminist Archive (2019/2021) focuses
on the early years of a still active artists’
and writers’ association in Finland.
‘Kiila’ – meaning ‘wedge’ – was founded
in 1936 by a coalition of leftist authors
who were greatly influenced by the first
International Congress of Writers for
the Defence of Culture in Paris (1935),
where participants had discussed
artists’ responsibility against the rise
of fascist regimes and the spreading of
totalitarianism. Communist activities
were banned by Finnish law at the time,
and the right wing controlled national
artists’ associations; as a result the work
of leftist intellectuals met great resistance
from the authorities.
The purpose of Kiila was to support
progressive artistic positions and offer
a space for discussion and critique
within the leftist community. Five out of
nine founding members were women:
sisters Aira and Elvi Sinervo, Tyyne Maija
Salminen, Iris Uurto, and Katri Vala. Many
other female writers and critics were
also involved in the early years of the
organisation. During the Second World
War, 40 per cent of Kiila members were
imprisoned. The archives of Kiila from
1936 to 1944 have not been found. Since
then it was mainly its male members who
wrote the history of the organisation.
Focusing on the activity of Kiila
between 1936–39 and the literary
production of its female members,
Henriksson’s project traces connections
between socialism and feminism in
Minna Henriksson, Kiila / The Wedge, Feminist Archive, 2019/2021
Audio recordings, publications, and archive material
Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Minna Henriksson
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Minna Henriksson

the collective organising of artists and
cultural workers. The work includes
recorded discussions with several
currently active female members of the
Kiila association on topics derived from
close readings of texts by early Kiila
members. The themes are: Iris Uurto’s
1938 book Diamond Laws; instruments
of marginalisation; leftism and feminism;
histories and herstories; resistance
to sexual objectification; traditions as
status quo; Diamond Laws in feminist
organising today; and the language of
political art. Henriksson’s installation
also includes Kiila albums, critical texts,
literary analyses, Kiila meeting memos,
photographs, and essays on history.
Participants of the discussion: Danai
Anagnostou, Roxana Crisólogo, Minna
Henriksson, Karolina Kucia, Christine
Langinauer, Sini Mononen, Leena Pukki,
and Martta Tuomaala.
Supported by Frame Contemporary
Art Finland.
Minna Henriksson lives and works in Helsinki.
Recent group exhibitions include For Obvious Reasons,
Lappeenranta Art Museum, Lappeenranta (2022);
Actually, The Dead Are Not Dead: Techniken des
Werdens, Württembergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart
(2021); Fake Star, Turku Art Museum Studio (2020),
and Two Men Standing, Out of Sight, Antwerp (2020).
In 2017 Henriksson was awarded the Anni and Heinrich
Sussmann Award of artistic work committed to the
ideal of democracy and antifascism.

Minna Henriksson, Kiila / The Wedge, Feminist Archive, 2019/2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Oisín Byrne’s BOUNCER (2021) –
commissioned by Vaari Claffey for
Isolation TV – features a filmed lecture
on intimacy and disgust, performed by
BODY, the main protagonist, from a small
stage to an audience of empty taped-up
chairs. As he delivers the lecture, BODY
– played by Byrne – is undermined by
ADDENDUM – also played by Byrne –
through heckling and mimicry. As the film
develops certain phrases take on melody,
and are gathered in an electro-pop song
for the finale. BODY’s lecture explores
intimacy and disgust in relation to what
we allow close to and into our bodies.
If intimacy draws close, in an exchange
between the other and the self, disgust
pushes away, claiming and defining
otherness. BODY and ADDENDUM
battle these ideas out, shuffling between
content and form, closeness and remove.
In BOUNCER, BODY responds to footage
from two great – and highly explicit –
works of cinema: John Waters’ Pink
Flamingos (1972) and Jean Genet’s Un
chant d’amour (1950). Excerpts of the
films are projected on the screen behind
him. The work also features a remote
appearance by Anna Breckon, one of the
writers quoted in the lecture.
The installation Speaker I & Speaker
II (The New Domestic Landscape) (2020–
21) brings together a series of songs and
short videos produced by Oisín Byrne
and Adam Gibbons over the past two
years. Via alongsides, handovers, and
mutualities, they work through a series
of shared concerns, particularly an
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Oisín Byrne with
Adam Gibbons
interest in language with all its slippages
and inadequacies. The songs are
played through two sculptural speaker
systems which also reflect structures
of familiarity or kinship: one suspended
speaker, manufactured by a school
friend of Gibbons, and one set of vintage,
almost monolithic, speakers loaned
by Byrne’s father. These speakers and
their corresponding screens ‘perform’
the songs, recalling the ‘radio-orators’
or ‘agit platforms’ of early 20th century
Constructivist artist Gustav Klutsis.
One of the song titles, I’m Not
an Idea, is a riposte to easy or neat
identification. Another song, It Could be
Worse, in Declan Long’s words, ‘repeats a
clung-to mantra of foolish hope – a refrain
that might speak to us of personal trauma
or, right now, public crisis – seeming to
weigh life’s breakdowns and fuck-ups
against precarious optimistic possibility’.
The songs in Speaker I & Speaker II (The
New Domestic Landscape) mutter and
disagree; they are polyvocal, sardonic,
celebratory. They propose that language
is provisional like a prototype and subject
to refusal like a newly transplanted
organ. Language is a process, folding in
categorisation, exclusion, sovereignty,
and sometimes belonging.
BOUNCER is commissioned by
IsolationTV with support from Salzburger
Kunstverein. The work is supported by a
bursary from the Arts Council.

Oisín Byrne with Adam Gibbons, Speaker I & Speaker II
(The New Domestic Landscape), 2020–21
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Oisín Byrne is an artist, writer, and filmmaker based in
London. Institutional exhibitions include Film as Muse,
Salzburger Kunstverein, Salzburg (2021); GLUE feat.
GARY FARRELLY, Goldsmiths Centre for Contemporary
Art, London (2018); The Temptation of AA Bronson,
Witte de With Centre for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam
(2013), and In the Line of Beauty, Irish Museum of
Modern Art, Dublin (2013). His writing has been
published in Eros Press and Pilot Press.
Adam Gibbons is an artist, lecturer, writer, and editor
based in London. Recent projects and collaborations
include The Stories We Tell Ourselves at Kunstverein
München with Eva Wilson and Maurin Dietrich (2021);
and the slow book launch of “ ” #3 Becky Beasley /
Claire Scanlon (2019) with Flat Time House, London,
NERO, Rome, and Printed Matter, New York.

Oisín Byrne, BOUNCER, 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Images From Past Future (2021) is a
collaborative video work by Rayna Teneva
and Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun that
explores ideas of propaganda and truthmaking within the context of the archive
of Germany’s first nuclear research
centre, built in Karlsruhe in 1956. For
more than 50 years, the activities of the
nuclear centre were documented and
archived. During the growing anti-nuclear
mass movements of the 1970s in West
Germany, the nuclear centre adopted a
new communications strategy and started
producing safety videos for the public.
These commissioned films imagined
possible catastrophes, failures, and
accidents. In their work, Teneva and
Büyükcoşkun suggest that the language
of cinema used to translate the complexity
of nuclear power as a safe and bright
future actually delivered a prophetic
message. The impending catastrophes
of Chernobyl, Fukushima and the attacks
on the World Trade Center were, in a way,
predicted in these films.
Instead of repeating the anti-nuclear
discourse now adopted and executed by
German political authorities, Teneva and
Büyükcoşkun’s work studies the ruptures
and continuities within the overall visual
language employed to discuss nuclear
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Rayna Teneva and
Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun

energy. By resurfacing the recollections
of the actors and artists behind the
films, as well as the correspondence
between them, Images From Past Future
reanimates the Karlsruhe archives and
reveals propaganda and truth-making
mechanisms in the age of post-truth.
The work asks: can a living archive help
us position ourselves within the uncanny
present? How might a conversation with
ghosts of the past be possible?
Rayna Teneva graduated in photography at NATFA,
Sofia, Bulgaria and media arts at the Karlsruhe
University of Arts and Design. Past exhibitions include
History in Between, Regional History Museum, Sofia,
(2020); Art Start, Credo Bonum Gallery, Sofia, (2020);
SAW, Sofia Art Week, Sofia (2019); 10% - Works with
negatives, films and images from the NRC, former
NRC, Karlsruhe (2019); Rituals of Thought, DocLisboa,
Lisbon (2018), and Capri By Night, Schauspiel Köln,
Köln (2017).
Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun lives and works
in Karlsruhe and Istanbul. His latest film, Set
Off, premiered at Ji.hlava IDFF, Jihlava (2019),
and video work How to become a terrorist? was part
of MINDBOMBS at Kunsthalle Mannheim (2021). His
recent project Sounds from Fragments is about the
affective capacity of media, in the framework of Kurdish
cinema and its soundscapes.

Rayna Teneva and Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun, Images From Past
Future, 2021. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Rayna Teneva and Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun, Images From Past
Future, 2021. Two-channel HD video, 34’ 05”, and storage shelves
in various dimensions. Courtesy of the artists
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The Reconciliation of Blood Feuds
Campaign, 1990–1991 was a call for
action and unity among the Albanians
of Kosovo. The campaign started on 2
February 1990, in Lumbardh, a village
in the Municipality of Deçan in northwestern Kosovo, in response to the
Serbian media’s misrepresentation of
the deaths of 33 students who were
killed by Serb police forces during
protests opposing the revocation of
Kosovo’s autonomy by Yugoslavia.
The media depicted the deaths as
casualties of blood feuds, an age-old
custom among Albanian communities,
which discouraged many from joining
the protests since they did not want
the deaths to be represented as acts
of vengeance between Albanians. To
continue their opposition on the streets
it was important – especially for student
activists, such as Hava Shala, Myrvete
Dreshaj, Flamur Gashi, Brahim Dreshaj,
Adem Grabovci and Lulëzim Ethemi,
many of whom were former political
prisoners – to reconcile the feuds first.
With the help of folklore scholar Anton
Çetta and historian Zekeria Cana, as
the latter knew the communication
style of the oda [men’s chamber], they
started the campaign home-to-home.
The campaign quickly branched out
and gained momentum in all Albanianinhabited lands in Yugoslavia. The result
was hundreds of public gatherings,
thousands of reconciliations, and the
liberation of families from the duty of
honour killings. The campaign’s impact
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Reconciliation of Blood Feuds
Campaign, 1990–1991
led by Erëmirë Krasniqi
(Kosovo Oral History Initiative)
was widespread and also encouraged
Albanian communities in the diaspora to
seek and participate in reconciliation.
The Reconciliation of Blood Feuds
Campaign, 1990–1991 was among the
first self-organised movements that
addressed violations of human rights
and responded to changes made in
the 1974 Yugoslav Constitution, that
reduced Kosovo’s political status from an
autonomous Yugoslav province to Serbadministered territory. This marked the
beginning of the decade-long oppression
of the Kosovo Albanians by the Milošević
regime. The act of forgiveness among
Albanians ensured a degree of safety in
public space within smaller communities
in Kosovo, which was lacking at the
time due to oppressive measures of the
regime. Initiated by the Kosovo Oral
History Initiative, the archival project
Reconciliation of Blood Feuds Campaign,
1990–1991 is an attempt to construct
a place of living memory, a setting that
celebrates storytelling and personal
memory, confronts official narratives,
and explores what remembering means.
Storytelling, collected from oral history
interviews, is presented as a new form of
writing history, which tries to challenge
grand narratives by enabling a multiplicity
of voices to be heard and assume
agency in narrating this history. At the
forefront are the memories of the people
who forgave the blood feuds. To them,
forgiveness has had an important cultural
significance. They recovered their honour
by investing it with a new meaning; they
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were socially repositioned as equals in
their communities and unburdened by the
pressure to take revenge. They were free.
Please see the accompanying Little
did they know publication for further
reference on this project.
The Oral History Initiative (OHI) is a Kosovo-based
non-profit organisation consisting of a collective of
researchers of different generations, ethnicities, and
backgrounds. Serving as a pioneer in new media
formats, OHI locates its practice within the field of
digital humanities, cultural heritage, and memory
studies. The Initiative engages with Kosovo’s history in
a non-formulaic way, trying to recover the interplay of
individual and collective memories, beyond constructed
group narratives – whether ethnic or national. OHI’s
publicly available multilingual digital archive, www.
oralhistorykosovo.org, presents recorded life stories of
individuals from all walks of life as video, audio, and text.
The initiative was conceived in the summer of 2012
from a collaboration between the Kosovo Women’s
Network (Prishtina) and The New School for Public
Engagement (New York City). In 2015, OHI became an
independent non-governmental organisation.
Erëmirë Krasniqi is an art writer, curator and
researcher based in Prishtina, Kosovo. Erëmirë received
her M.A. from Dartmouth College, and B.A. from
Bard College Berlin. Her writing has been published
in Kosovo 2.0, Versopolis Review, Kontakt Collection,
and Artforum. As an independent curator, she has led
and curated projects for the National Gallery of Kosovo,
National Gallery of Arts in Albania, and other arts and
culture institutions. Currently, she is the executive
director of Oral History Initiative, whose main project
is the ‘living archive’, a digital resource which engages
new forms of cultural production, supporting and
advocating the essential work of media archives.

Erëmirë Krasniqi (Kosovo Oral History Initiative)
Reconciliation of Blood Feuds Campaign,
1990–1991, 2021. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Richard Proffitt

Time Fades Away (2021) brings together
Richard Proffitt’s recent paintings
and various objects from his personal
archive. The artist’s practice spans
across painting and sculpture, often
inspired by a stream of consciousness
– recollection of histories, memories,
dreams, a mingling of fact and fiction. He
is also motivated by an interest in found
material: thematically sourced objects,
paper ephemera and junk.
The paintings are rendered on
newsprint, a material reminiscent of and
often used as wrapping paper for fish
and chips. The painted images provide
vistas on to surreal landscapes. As befits
the material they are painted on, they
are installed using a variety of modest
everyday materials, ranging from chewing
gum to adhesive putty. Via this method
of installation the artist’s work unsettles
the orthodox standards of exhibiting
painting. The nondescript objects in the
accompanying installation, for their part,
present themselves with a disposable
vivacity, unique to things casually left
behind. However, through individual
correspondences with the paintings,
these objects also take on the talismanic

role of protecting the abstract narrative
of the images and prevent it from
crumbling. Together, the paintings and
objects enshrine the passage of time in
daily life, from morning to life, in our daily
routines and even in our dreams. The
installation simultaneously addresses the
past, the present, collective memory and
consciousness as integrated conditions.

Richard Proffitt, No Flag (Detail), 2020
Acrylic on paper, 42 x 59.4 cm

Richard Proffitt, Flag Sale (Detail), 2020
Acrylic on paper, 42 x 59.4 cm
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Richard Proffitt lives and works in Dublin. His past
exhibitions include May the moon rise and the sun
set, UCC Music Department in collaboration with The
Glucksman, Cork (2019); TULCA 2017: They Call Us
The Screamers, 126 Gallery, Galway (2017), and
A Modern Panarion, The Hugh Lane, Dublin (2014).
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Richard Proffitt, Time Fades Away, 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Sexuality of A Nation: Lionel Soukaz
and Liberation Politics is a series of
film forums and consciousness-raising
sessions around the work of French queer
activist filmmaker Lionel Soukaz. Rather
than merely situating his early filmmaking
in its historical context, against the
backdrop of sexual liberation movements
in 1970s France, the presentation at the
39th EVA International aimed to test
the films’ relevance for intersectional
and anti-capitalist queer debates in the
present. It also sought to recuperate the
self-questioning irony at the centre of this
political project, troubling ideological
inflexibilities and social norms.
Soukaz’s work of the 1970s and
’80s is heavily influenced by his frequent
collaborator, the ‘father of queer theory’
Guy Hocquenghem, and the activists
of the Front Homosexuel d’Action
Révolutionnaire (Front for Homosexual
Revolutionary Action, FHAR). Both
Hocquenghem and the FHAR, while
campaigning for gay liberation, were
as critical of the mainstream gay
rights movement as they were of
heteronormative society. In his famous
book Le Désir Homosexuel (1972),
Hocquenghem argued that not only were
all sexual and gender identities culturally
constructed, but they also served the
interests of capitalism and governmental
power. Class revolution without attention
to how capital instrumentalises desire
and identity was, queer theorists argued,
as useless as gay liberation without
attention to norms of subjectivity or the
market. Indeed, in their view, the gay
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Sexuality of A Nation:
Lionel Soukaz and
Liberation Politics
led by Paul Clinton
movement was always at risk of being
exploited, its interests divided from
those of the rest of society so as to
prevent more radical social change,
its identities used as a symbol of false
tolerance, and its members turned into
a new consumer group.
Informed by these ideas, Soukaz’s
films address issues of concern to
queer thinkers today: whether the gay
community is becoming too assimilated
to existing heterosexual social norms, and
co-opted to serve the image of otherwise
unequal political movements; whether
gay rights have been instrumentalised
by forces of globalisation, furthering the
image of Western liberal democracies as
progressive; and the class and race divide
within the gay scene produced, in part, by
the commercialisation of the community
through bars, clubs etc.
The film Royal Opéra (1979), for
example, discusses the pseudo-liberation
of a gay movement tolerated but
separated from the rest of society into
its own bars and districts. Marche Gaie
(1980) celebrates gay pride marches,
but asks what meaning such events have
when they include often opposing political
positions, and calls for a nuanced idea of
solidarity. Maman Que Man (1982) speaks
to the divided attentions of a young man
caught between his working-class family
and an increasingly bourgeois gay scene.
IXE (1980) both invokes transgression to
question the censorship of queer films
and mocks the politics of transgression as
always shaped by what it seeks to oppose
– in place of outrageousness, Soukaz fills
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the screen with parodic sex and rebellion.
This last description captures something
of the self-undermining humour he
introduces to his films, arranged around
the central irony of making films that
represent and address an identity that
they nonetheless seek to deconstruct.
He draws the pop-cultural archness
of Kenneth Anger and Jack Smith into
activist cinema, to address the norms
of both heterosexual and homosexual
culture alike. So for example in Tino
(1985), set in Tunisia, the dream of sexual
liberation is shown to be oppressive when
it does not question the power relations
between Western and colonised peoples,
the fantastical nature of those politics
underlined by interspersing contemporary
scenes with parodic bits of ‘sword and
sandal’ drama.
This project, which was presented
in Phase 3 of the 39th EVA International,
was conceived as an experiment to
test whether these films and activist
strategies from our immediate past
have undetonated potential in the
present. To this end, the presentation
revived the 1970s activist model of the
consciousness-raising session or film
forum. While a selection of films directed
by Soukaz was screened, the writer Paul
Clinton also organised online group
meetings in which attendees could
discuss their experience of the issues
raised and how we might effect change
in the present. Through these sessions,
the aim was to promote dialogue between
art galleries, biennials and their visitors,
in which experiences from daily life can
inform readings of the art, as much as
critical and curatorial interpretations,
mobilising artworks as a motor for
increasing social consciousness. In this
way the artist retrospective is rethought
as future-facing, dynamic and vital to
grassroots politics.

Please see the accompanying Little
did they know publication for further
reference on this project.
Lionel Soukaz is one of the pioneers of French queer
cinema. His work, especially in the first part of his
career, reflects a synthesis of the various avant-garde
movements he was drawn to in the 1970s and ’80s.
Soukaz was affiliated with the activists and intellectuals
of the Front for Homosexual Revolutionary Action and
the magazine Gai Pied, such as Guy Hocquenghem and
Copi. He was also active within the experimental film
scene, working to promote Super-8mm filmmaking
at the Festival des Cinémas Différents, Hyères and
Cinémarge, La Rochelle. Ultimately Soukaz organised
his own event in 1978, the first gay and lesbian film
festival in Paris: Écrans roses et nuits bleues. His works
have recently been shown at Gasworks/LUX and Studio
Voltaire, London, and Anthology Film Archives, New
York. Soukaz was the subject of a solo exhibition at
University of Paris VIII.
Paul Clinton is a writer, curator, and editor based in
London, UK. He is a lecturer at Goldsmiths, University
of London and associate faculty at Conditions with
David Panos and Matthew Noel-Tod, and was between
2019–21 Royal Academy Fellow in Criticism, Royal
Academy Schools, London. For four years he was
a senior editor at the international art and culture
magazines Frieze and Frieze Masters. His writing has
appeared in magazines such as Frieze, the London
Review of Books, MOUSSE, Art Monthly, Art Review,
and The White Review. He has written on artists
including Gustav Metzger, Cosey Fanni Tutti, David
Goldblatt, Terry Richardson and on topics as diverse as
class in the art world, solidarity in activism, the queer
theorist Didier Eribon and the philosophy of Pierre
Klossowski. His curatorial projects include Forbidden
to Forbid (Goswell Road at Balice Hertling, Paris,
2018), Strange Perfume: A Queer Culture Book Fair
(South London Gallery, 2018), duh? Art & Stupidity
(Big Screen Southend and Focal Point Gallery, 2015),
and the conference ‘Shimmering World: gloss, sheen
and the politics of production values in contemporary
culture’ (2014).

Paul Clinton, Sexuality of A Nation: Lionel Soukaz and Liberation
Politics, 2021. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Derry Film and Video Workshop (DFVW),
also known as Derry Film and Video
Collective (DVFC), was established in
Derry in 1983, incorporated in 1984, and
lasted until 1990. Collective members,
at different points in time, included Anne
Crilly, Margo Harkin, Trisha Ziff, Geraldine
McGuinness, Jim Curran, Stephanie
English, Tommy Collins, Therese Friel,
Brendan McMenamin, and Jamie Dunbar,
most of whom had no prior experience of
filmmaking. They came together with a
sense of urgency to address overlapping
political tensions around gender, class,
the Irish ‘national question’ and legacies
of British imperialism.
The presentation of the work of
the collective as part of the 39th EVA
International was part of a long-term,
ongoing research process that has
involved working with former members
of the collective, their supporters, peers
and fellow activists; helping to preserve,
digitise and archive the videotapes that
only existed in their original U-matic
format; and working with an extensive
document and image archive that was
preserved by former collective member
Margo Harkin. This first presentation
of the DFVW archive included unseen
footage, photographs and documents
that begin to trace a history of the
workshop and its practice. The second
iteration, titled Open the book at a
different page, took place in Project Arts
Centre, Dublin in December 2021.
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We realised the power of it –
Derry Film and Video Workshop
led by Sara Greavu in
collaboration with Ciara Phillips
Working through the archive, the
research began to uncover the organic,
reactive and experimental methodologies
of the collective and their tensions and
frustrations, both internal and external; as
well as the overarching political principles
and energy that bound them together.
The presentation touched on the
story of collective organising; of the
horizontal and equal distribution of
resources among collective members;
of the way that organising in collective
structures and sharing resources equally
amounts to a kind of speculation about
what the future could be, prefiguring and
proposing a different way of working.
Commissioned by EVA International and
supported by the British Council.
Please see the accompanying Little
did they know publication for further
reference on this project.
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Sara Greavu is a curator, writer and organiser
– currently Curator of Visual Arts at Project Arts
Centre, Dublin. She has held previous curatorial and
development roles at Centre for Contemporary Art
Derry~Londonderry, VOID Gallery, and Outburst Arts,
Belfast, in addition to working independently. In CCA
she initiated the two-year residency programme
Our Neighbourhood, which engaged with local
communities of place and communities of interest,
alongside artists Sarah Pierce and Sarah Browne. In
2019/2020, in partnership with artist Andrea Francke,
she developed Knowledge is Made Here, an alternative
pedagogical practice produced with trans and nonbinary young people. Institutional and independent
work has included projects with artists such as Renate
Lorenz and Pauline Boudry and Phil Collins, and new
commissions by Aideen Doran and Eimear Walshe,
among others.

Sara Greavu in collaboration with Ciara Phillips,
We realised the power of it –
Derry Film and Video Workshop, 2021.
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Ciara Phillips is an Irish and Canadian artist. She
studied Fine Art at Queen’s University in Kingston,
Ontario (BFA’00) and completed a Master’s Degree
at Glasgow School of Art in 2004. Her work has been
exhibited widely in museums and public galleries
since 2010 with major exhibitions taking place at the
Museum of Contemporary Art Australia as part of the
21st Biennale of Sydney (2018), Tate Britain in London
(2014), and the Benaki Museum in Athens (2017).
Phillips has worked on high profile commissions
including Every Woman: Dazzle Ship Scotland (2016)
commissioned by Edinburgh Art Festival and 14–18
NOW, and Tis, looped (2018), a large-scale work for
the new V&A building in Dundee. She has been artistin-residence at St. John’s College, Oxford, Headlands
Center for the Arts, Marin County, California, and
at Grafikens Hus in Stockholm. In 2014 she was
nominated for the UK’s Turner Prize for her ongoing
artwork Workshop and in 2020 she was awarded
the Queen Sonja Print Award for her work in the field
of printmaking.

Through the pioneering work of
Veronica Bolay, Pauline Cummins,
Jenny Haughton, Patricia Hurl, Patricia
McKenna and Breeda Mooney, Women
Artists Action Group (WAAG) was
founded in April 1987 as a reaction to the
exclusion of women artists working in
Ireland from key local and international
exhibitions. In Circa’s August/September
1988 issue, writer Joan Fowler described
the group in these words: ‘WAAG was
formed in a spirit of democracy among
women, as well as the idea of women
artists themselves developing their own
causes rather than others deciding these
for them.’
In July 1987, during the Third
International Interdisciplinary Congress
on Women, WAAG organised a
photo slide exhibition at the Project
Arts Centre, Dublin, featuring 91
women artists. The show had an open
submission format, which artists could
participate in by sending photo slides
of their works – a strategy of exhibitionmaking years ahead of its time. The
database quickly evolved into the WAAG
Slide Library featuring more than 100
women artists, constituting the most
extensive visual archive of women
artists in Ireland. Soon after that WAAG
organised their first inaugural exhibition
at the Guinness Hop Store.
In 1988, the group’s chairwoman
Pauline Cummins stated that WAAG’s
actions laid the foundation for the growth
of strong, vigorous feminist art practice
in Ireland. In light of this statement,
WAAG artists continued their exhibitions
and workshops at the Royal Hospital

Kilmainham and City Arts Centre, Dublin,
and through sister exhibitions outside of
Ireland with the International Association
of Women in the Arts (IAWA). In June
1988, they collaborated with Orchard Art
Gallery on a symposium on the practice
of artist May Stevens, which took place in
Derry at Foyle Arts Centre. Art historian
and curator Fionna Barber, art historian
and critic Moira Roth, filmmaker and
Derry Film and Video Workshop member
Anne Crilly and artists Pauline Cummins,
Helen Chadwick, Aileen McKeogh
and May Stevens were among the
speakers at the symposium, addressing
the exclusion of women’s works from
exhibitions and, by extension, the
canon of art history. When Dublin was
officially inaugurated as the European
City of Culture in 1991, WAAG received
its first grant. WAAG’s contribution, in
collaboration with IAWA, was to organise
an international symposium at the newly
opened Irish Museum of Modern Art and
a site-specific outdoor exhibition around
Moss Street, Upper Exchange Street,
Heuston Station, George’s Quay, and the
Customs House Quay. The project, titled
Women Artists and the Environment,
focused on the harmony between the city
and the river.
Phase 1 of the 39th EVA International
revisited the original Slide Exhibition
of 1987 – the first ambitious project of
the action group, although with some
shortcomings. The image archive of the
first show was not fully preserved; after
so many years, the participant list and
installation images had not survived.
(During WAAG’s period of activity, some
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Women Artists Action Group
(Archive of Pauline Cummins)

Women Artists Action Group, Slide Exhibition, 1987
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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members took their slides back to reuse
them for other projects.) Thus, the new
presentation includes a selected group
of artists included in the exhibition with
two works per artist from the archive. The
environment that slides were produced
in, unequal lighting, errors in perspective,
and cropping all reflect the conditions of
the late 1980s.
The presentation drew from the
archive of Pauline Cummins, held at
National Irish Visual Arts Library (NIVAL),
NCAD, Dublin.
Women Artists Action Group (WAAG) was a countrywide organisation founded by Pauline Cummins in
Ireland in 1987. Its purpose was to promote women
artists working in Ireland through exhibitions, seminars
and publications.
Pauline Cummins is an Irish sculptor, painter and
performance and video artist. A retrospective of her
video work, Between One and Another, was held in CCI
Paris (2012). Her early work Inis t’Oirr was shown in
Elliptical Affinities, Highlanes Gallery, Drogheda (2019)
and Limerick City Gallery of Art (2020), and was a
central installation in GAZE, Irish Museum of Modern
Art, Dublin (2018).

Poster of the Small Works fundraising exhibition organised by
Women Artists Action Group in 1990 at City Arts Centre, Dublin.
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The installation Personal Object
(2017–ongoing) assembles Calovski’s
recent and earlier works in sculpture
and drawing alongside objects from his
archive. The works, which were initially
presented at Kohta, Helsinki, were
reconfigured for their presentation at
the historic East Gallery in Limerick City
Gallery of Art and conceived – like many
of the artist’s other works – as a space
for the interfacing of individual histories
and collective experiences, both past
and present. Rather than transforming
the physical space to serve the needs of
the installation, this new configuration
carefully interacted with the architecture
of the space, allowing for multiple spatial
interpretations.
The works included in the exhibition
allude to the different avenues of nonchoreographed interaction that artworks
can invite with visitors. For instance, the
large sprawling sculpture Embroidery
(2020) anti-hierarchically oscillates
between a structure to sit or lean on and
a personal document. An unfinished
embroidery of geometric lines and
shapes from the early-to-mid 1970s,
by Calovski’s mother Biljana Calovska,
serves as the inspiration behind the
sculptural piece. Meanwhile, the original
piece of embroidery from the artist’s
archive is installed within the third panel
of Closet (2020). Here, selected drawings
by the artist and notes from Calovski’s
father – the poet, translator, critic, and
radio journalist Todor Calovski – are
Yane Calovski, Personal Object, 2017-ongoing, Closet, 2020, detail
of Panel 3 showing Drawing 3:1 (Red Face), 2017, ink on paper,
30 x 21 cm; Drawing 3:3 (Nine Principles of Open Form), 2018 and
Drawing 3:4 (Nine Principles of Open Form), 2018, ink and gouache
on mineral paper, each 22.9 x 30.5 cm; Drawing 3:2 (Embroidery by
My Mother), c. 1972/2020, cotton on wool, 35 x 70 cm. Courtesy of
the artist and Kohta, Helsinki. Photo: Jussi Tiainen
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pinned to five wooden panels. Closet
formally defies boundaries and nests the
permeable story of the artist’s life and the
city of Skopje.
Drawings on display – such as The
Wonderful World That Almost Was, After
Paul Thek (2000) and Nine Principles of
Open Form (2018), which is inspired by
the theories of Polish architect Oskar
Hansen – offered an entry point into the
intricate web of the artist’s references
and inspirations. Personal Object
(2017–18), the work whose title the
artist borrows for the entire project, is a
suspended sculptural installation made
from rubber and cosmetics that once
belonged to his mother, confronting the
audience with an eerie convergence of
domesticity and alternative teaching
methods. Other works included Bed
(2020), a plastic foam structure alluding
to minimalist geometry and the body’s
stillness and horizontality, and Toy (2020),
a reinterpretation of a wooden toy with
a building-oriented approach – both
sculptures that harken back to Calovski’s
childhood and his ongoing research into
objecthood and process.

Guest Programme, Phase 1

Yane Calovski

Yane Calovski lives and works between Skopje and
Berlin. Calovski’s solo exhibitions include Personal
Object, Kunsthalle Kohta, Helsinki (2020); Obsessive
Setting (prototype), Museum of Contemporary Art,
Skopje (2011), and Ponder Pause Process (a Situation),
Tate Britain, London (2010).

Yane Calovski, Personal Object, 2017–ongoing
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Without a Camera (2021) is a video by
Zeyno Pekünlü which reconstructs Soviet
filmmaker Dziga Vertov’s well-known
film of a similar name, Man with a Movie
Camera (1929). Since its creation,
Vertov’s film has served as a reference
point for artists and filmmakers alike.
Focusing on the ordinary lives of the citydwellers of Kyiv, Odesa, and Moscow,
and challenging the capacities of this
then-new medium, the film exemplifies
the camera’s potential for recording
collective and mass activity.
Today, our relationship with the
device has radically transformed; builtin cameras have practically become
an extension of our bodies, intensely
documenting our daily lives. This
becomes increasingly more evident when
considering Vertov’s film and its early
20th century context. On social media, it
is now common practice for us to share
and watch footage that takes Vertov’s
then radical life-as-it-is approach to
documentation. In Without a Camera,
Pekünlü reconstructs Vertov’s 1929 film
with similar footage shot by ordinary
people and equipment.
Pekünlü replaces Vertov’s camera
and cameraman with new recording
technologies – mobile phone cameras,
selfie sticks, GoPros, POVs, dashboard
cameras, earth cams, built-in computer
Zeyno Pekünlü, Without a Camera, 2021
Single-channel video, 71’
Sound design by FitiSound
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Zeyno Pekünlü

cameras, drones, and more. The footage
is freely sourced from Youtube’s endless
pool of ‘real-life’ content, and with it
Pekünlü attempts to expose the rapidly
evolving digital landscape and the
consequences of capitalist realities.
Taking its cue from the original editing
of Elizaveta Svilova, who made possible
Vertov’s experimental montages, Without
a Camera takes its place in the long
feminist tradition of making a movie
without actually shooting one.
Commissioned by EVA International and
supported by the SAHA Association.
Zeyno Pekünlü lives and works in Istanbul. Pekünlü
is part of the editorial board of e-journal Red Thread.
Her recent group exhibitions include The Real Show,
CAC Brétigny (2022); Once Upon a Time Inconceivable,
Protocinema, Istanbul (2021); This Place, Yapı Kredi
Arts and Culture, Istanbul (2021); Artists in Quarantine,
L’Internationale Online (2020); Are You Still Alive?
Voices of Conscience at a Time of Silencing, Steirische
Kultur Initiative, Graz (2017), and Institute for New
Feeling, Artists’ Film International, Whitechapel Gallery,
London, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, MAAT, Lisbon,
and Istanbul Modern, Istanbul (2016–17).

Zeyno Pekünlü, Without a Camera, 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Platform Commissions
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Platform Commissions is an initiative to support the production of
significant new works by individual artists and collectives based in
Ireland. It invites the submission of proposals from eligible artists for
new artworks and projects through a simple, open and supported
process. The artists selected for the 39th EVA International Platform
Commissions were Áine McBride, Eimear Walshe, Emily McFarland
and Laura Fitzgerald. Proposals were selected by curator Merve
Elveren, artist Anne Tallentire, and EVA Director Matt Packer.
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Áine McBride produces work that is
often formally and materially blended
into the surrounding environment.
For the 39th EVA International, the
artist focused on the historic site of
the Sailor’s Home, originally built in
the 19th century as a resting place for
international sailors and subsequently
used as a Garda station; today, the
building exists as a grand and austere
anomaly, caught between residential
and industrial zones of Limerick city.
McBride’s and/or land (2020) was a
site-specific installation of several
sculptural and photographic elements
that corresponded with this site. On the
perimeter hoarding of the site, the artist
presented a large sculptural ‘collage’ that
layered sheet materials for construction
with photographic details of workwear.
Other elements of and/or land included a
sculptural work at the entranceway to the
Sailor’s Home that doubled to function
as a disability ramp with handrail, as well
as a pair of cast horses’ heads – the kind
commonly found on the gateposts of
rural residential driveways – and a series
of landscape photographs in bespoke
frames that were distributed across
various venues in different phases of the
biennial programme.

Platform Commission, Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3

Áine McBride

McBride’s works are intentionally
subtle and ambiguous interventions
into the fabric of the urban environment,
deliberately complicating the
relationships between sculpture and
architecture, form and function, value and
attention.
A Platform Commission for the 39th
EVA International.
Áine McBride lives and works in Dublin. Recent
exhibitions include From Here to There, David
Lunney, Áine McBride, Katie Watchorn, The Douglas
Hyde Gallery, Dublin (2021); point of fold, mother’s
tankstation, Dublin (2021), and Effort, Dada Post,
Berlin (2017). McBride is represented by mother’s
tankstation Dublin/London.

Áine McBride, and/or land, 2020.
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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The Land Question: Where the fuck am I
supposed to have sex? (2020) is an artist
talk in video format with a soundtrack
by the Department of Energy featuring
Ian Lynch. The work presents a brief
history of land contestation in Ireland,
questioning how the history of land
relations persistently impacts on our
most intimate thoughts, aspirations
and interactions. Through a series of
rurally-set and often humorous scenes,
the artist illuminates the particular
relevance of the 19th century Land Wars
in the context of the current housing
crisis. The Land Question: Where the
fuck am I supposed to have sex? served
a primer for a series of other works that
the artist produced during the period of
the 39th EVA International, all exploring
the related themes of housing, sexuality
and Irish colonial history. How much no
thanks (2020) is a billboard work that was
installed on John Street, Limerick from
21 September–4 October 2020. The work
features a photograph of Walshe standing
with a map of Ireland, hand-painted tears
rolling down the artist’s cheeks.
The third work produced for the 39th
EVA International is Trade School (2021),

Eimear Walshe, The Land Question: Where the fuck am I supposed
to have sex?, 2020. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Eimear Walshe

a parable of sexual integration. The
video follows the character of Puppy – a
‘politician by day, [sexual] service dog
by night’ who is living a life of paradox
in his Wicklow constituency. Through
a series of exercises performed within
the video (positive reinforcement, public
humiliation and lessons in Irish history),
Puppy comes to learn the price of sexual
respectability, and the true nature of his
vocation to serve. The work was made
available as a video loaded onto a handengraved USB, sent through the postal
system to subscribers.
A Platform Commission for the 39th
EVA International.
Eimear Walshe is an artist living and working in
Longford. Recent projects and presentations include
The Department of Sexual Revolution Studies,
Van Abbemuseum/Design Academy Eindhoven
(2018); Miraculous Thirst: How to get off in days of
deprivation, curated by Daniel Bermingham, Galway
Arts Centre (2018); and Separatist Tendencies for
the Deviant Practice programme, Van Abbemuseum,
Eindhoven (2017).

[Overleaf]
Eimear Walshe, How much no thanks, 2020
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International

Curraghinalt (2019/20) is the first work
in a trilogy of videos titled Dtan-a-goosaran-dthu (The Wind’s Changed) by
Emily McFarland. The work explores
the changing ecology of a particular
landscape in the Sperrin Mountains
of West Tyrone, Northern Ireland.
In Curraghinalt we encounter the
disembodied voices of seven members
of the Greencastle People’s Office, a
community group working together to
oppose the plans laid out by Dalradian
Gold Limited, a company seeking to mine
the Sperrin Mountains for gold. In the
mix, Stormont is suspended, Brexit is
on the brink and the local media avoids
airing concerns about the nuclear waste
and human DNA-changing effects of the
forthcoming land-altering process. The
voices of this community group fill the
empty valleys we see on-screen; they
speak warily of the future, ahead of the
potential damage to their immediate
surrounding environment. This dialogue,
which shifts between shared experiences
and personal accounts, converges
with wider questions of solidarity,
political representation, sovereignty,
the circulation of capital, ideologies of
capitalism and particular legacies of
historical colonialism.

Platform Commission, Phase 1 and Phase 3

Emily McFarland

The other two works in Dtan-a-goosaran-dthu (The Wind’s Changed), titled
Black Bog (2021) and Shallow and deep
(2021), were presented together during
Phase 3 of the 39th EVA International.
The installation follows sections in the
course of two rivers flowing in opposite
directions which share a water source
held within the Black Bog – one of
the largest active lowland bogs in the
North of Ireland. The work offers a
narrative on inhabitants, topographical
formations and sonic resonances of the
landscape, countering the speculation of
environmental industries operating in the
region.
A Platform Commission for the 39th EVA
International with additional support from
The British Council.
Emily McFarland lives and works in Co. Tyrone and
Glasgow. Recent exhibitions and screenings include
The Complex Seer, The Centre for Contemporary Art,
Derry-Londonderry (2017); Draft Systems, WRO Media
Art Biennale, Wroclaw (2017), and In the Jungle of
Cities, Glasgow International, Glasgow (2016).

Emily McFarland, Dtan-a-goo-saran-dthu (The Wind’s Changed);
Black Bog and Shallow and deep, 2021
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Laura Fitzgerald’s Fantasy Farming
(2020) is a mixed-media installation
that encompasses sculpture, audio, and
works on paper. Like much of Fitzgerald’s
previous work, the installation pulls
together references that don’t easily sit
together – namely, the international art
world and the artist’s background of
growing up in rural Ireland. These two
pools of reference are used anecdotally
through Fitzgerald’s work, alternately
representing states of anxiety, desire,
mobility, sanctuary, opportunity and
disappointment. Fantasy Farming
includes a number of floor-standing
sculptural elements – two large
structures made of welded steel bar
that resemble hastily drawn ‘hay sheds’
rendered in three dimensions, and
a number of smaller structures that
populate the floor of the exhibition space,
ambiguously representing details of
the natural landscape. Surrounded by a
series of works on paper, the hay sheds
function as listening enclosures for a twoway audio work recorded by the artist in
which we hear the artist’s meandering
and self-doubting commentary on the

Platform Commission, Phase 1

Laura Fitzgerald

installation, which serves as a kind of
informal guide or indiscreet ‘behind the
scenes’ confession to viewers. As the
audio script drifts between the worlds
of agriculture and contemporary art,
Fitzgerald’s work presents rural identity
and the international art world as a
humorous contradiction. Yet the humour
underlines a greater significance: that in
their own petty and self-assured ways,
these two worlds have much in common.
A Platform Commission for the 39th
EVA International.
Laura Fitzgerald lives and works in Dublin and Kerry.
Recent exhibitions include: Futures, Series 3, Episode
2, Royal Hibernian Academy, Dublin (2018); Between
Structure and Agency + Saoirse Wall, LUX Touring
Programme, various venues, UK (2018), and Lucian’s
Neighbours, IMMA, Dublin (2018).

Laura Fitzgerald, Fantasy Farming, 2020
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Partnership
Projects
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Partnership Projects is an initiative of new commissions, developed
in collaboration with national and international organistions.
Partnership Projects for the 39th EVA International included Orla
Barry’s SPIN, SPIN, SCHEHERAZADE (2019), in collaboration with
Mu.ZEE Ostend; and Em’kal Eyongakpa’s Mámbáy bebhɛp 43r /
mɛnyu nɛfaŋ/ bakay nɛkɔ (2021), in collaboration with IMMA as part
of the Encounters commissioning series supported by the Mondriaan
Fund. Presentations developed in collaboration with the Magic
Carpets Creative Europe network included Bora Baboci’s Predictions
(2020), Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan’s Blue Ground (2021) and
Inês Neto dos Santos’ Fermen Tour – Limerick (2021).
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Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan’s
collaborative practice is concerned
with human impact on the environment.
Their works in various media employ
research-based methods to investigate
the phenomenon of artificial landscapes
around the world. In the instances
explored, the making and marking
of landscape as a form of spatial
modification goes hand in hand with
heightened state violence and the
overexploitation of resources.
Phase 2 of the 39th EVA International
featured an installation comprising two
works by the collaborative duo, both of
which explore the geopolitical navigations
of the landscape. No Shelter from
the Storm (2015) is a video work that
documents two people walking in the
mountainous terrain of the Carpathian
Mountains on the borderlands between
Romania and Ukraine. As they walk
across a landscape that has been visibly
ravaged by human activity, they whistle
the tune of ‘Where Have All the Flowers
Gone?’, an anti-war protest song from
the 1950s. The wall-based installation
Conflict Lines (2018), meanwhile, charts
Google’s arbitration of disputed land
borders via Google Earth and Google
Maps. The two platforms represent
boundary claims differently depending on
the domain location of online users: either
presenting boundaries as a dotted line (in
places where the boundary is contested)
or else as a clear demarcation of national
territory. The work includes sculptural

elements that represent these contested
boundaries, interposed with photographs
drawn from Google’s Street View feature
that correspond with these locations.
In Phase 3 the artists exhibited the
newly commissioned Blue Ground (2021),
a two-channel video installation that
connects several distinct geographies
and industries that share a common
mineral: the diamond. The video
presents diamond mining in Romania;
the environmental ‘scars’ from diamond
extraction in the Namib desert as filmed
by satellites; the ongoing process of
building a mining ship in Namibia, and
industrial diamond manufacturing in
the Shannon region. In Blue Ground the
diamond comes to represent a symbolic
frontier of human and technological
relations to the landscape.

Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan, Conflict Lines, 2018
Cut-out metal, prints on paper, variable dimensions
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International

Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan, Blue Ground, 2021
Two-channel HD video installation, stereo sound
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Partnership Project, Phase 2 and Phase 3

Anca Benera and
Arnold Estefan

A Partnership Project commission for
the 39th EVA International, supported
by EVA’s participation in the Magic
Carpets programme, co-funded by
the Creative Europe programme of
the European Union.
Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan are collaborators
based in Bucharest, who have worked together since
2011. Recent exhibitions include Subnature, Trafó
Gallery, Budapest (2021); Persona, MUCEM, Museum
of European and Mediterranean Civilisations, Marseille
(2019), and MAC International Art Prize, Belfast (2018).
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Bora Baboci’s Predictions (2020) is
an audio work produced following
a residency in Limerick. During her
residency, the artist was struck by the
turbulent and unpredictable nature of
the River Shannon. A multidisciplinary
artist whose work spans drawing,
installation and performance, Baboci is
also heavily influenced by her background
in architecture and urbanism, which
contributed to her focus on Limerick and
its river as the central subject matter
for this work. Previously her research
has focused on migratory behaviours,
dwelling-in-travel and other forms of
spatial expression, aspects of which
provide the motivation behind Predictions.
Taking the section of the River
Shannon known as the Curragower Falls
as its subject, the audio script moves
between the reading of tide charts and
fantasy fiction to imagine a future in which
the river has run dry. Predicting both
bureaucratic and folkloric consequences
for Limerick city, the script is recited
in a neutral tone and at a steady pace,
even while the narrator ‘recounts’ the
unfortunate consequences that would
be imposed on Limerick city’s local
population. This matter-of-fact recitation
echoes the detached and emotionless
intercom voice found in all corners of
public and urban life, from automated
public transport announcements to
instructions given in emergency situations.
Baboci invokes this uncannily familiar

Partnership Project, Phase 1

Bora Baboci

voice to describe an emergency that may
never take place. The consequences
of such an event, if it were to occur, are
a reminder of the fragility of our urban
environments and the populations
that inhabit them, which depend so
heavily on naturally occurring rivers and
lakes. During Phase 1 of the 39th EVA
International, the work was accessible via
a QR code panel situated on the riverwalk
at Merchant’s Quay, Limerick, overlooking
the Curragower Falls.
A Partnership Project commission for
the 39th EVA International, supported
by EVA’s participation in the Magic
Carpets programme, co-funded by
the Creative Europe programme of
the European Union.
Bora Baboci lives and works in Shkodra. Recent
exhibitions include School of Waters, Mediterranea
19 Young Artists Biennale, San Marino (2021); A for
Unapologetic Ambitions, DOMA Art Foundation, Vaska
Emanouilova Gallery, Sofia (2021), and Del Tempo
Fossile, Mula Museo di Latronico, Latronico (2019).

Bora Baboci, Predictions, 2020
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Mámbáy bebhɛp 43r /mɛnyu nɛfaŋ/ bakay
nɛkɔ (2021) is an immersive sculptural

and audio installation by Cameroonian
artist Em’kal Eyongakpa, commissioned
for the 39th EVA International. The work
draws on the artist’s interest in the twoway relationship between oral culture
and the natural environment, transcribing
audio signals from recordings of lullabies,
chants, laments, poems and folk songs
from Southeast Nigeria, Southern
Cameroons and Ireland. The work also
features contributions from singers and
storytellers in Ireland and the Gulf of
Guinea. Eyongakpa has gathered new
recordings from more than 25 sessions,
with participants contributing from
refugee settlements and displacement
camps, weaving together voices from
across 10 different language groups.
The audio from these recordings has
been layered into a dense composition
that plays through the exhibition space,
while simultaneously triggering a series
of vibrations in the suspended floor and
illuminations that drape from the ceiling.
The title of the work is in Kɛnyaŋ
(Kenyang), a language spoken in the
cross-river basin of Manyu, in the
Cameroons. The phrase Mámbáy
bebhɛp is an expression that roughly
translates as ‘dove’s shelter’, while the
number 43 represents the people who
have contributed their voices to the
recordings (many of these participants
are women who have lived through

Em’kal Eyongakpa, Mámbáy bebhɛp 43r /mɛnyu nɛfaŋ/ bakay nɛkɔ,
2021. Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Em’kal Eyongakpa

struggles, conflicts and wars in the Gulf
of Guinea and Western Europe). In the
second part of the title, nɛfaŋ translates
as ‘thunder’, mɛnyu vaguely translates as
‘rhyme’, ‘form’ or ‘way’, and bakay nɛkɔ
literally translates as ‘riddled journeys’ or
‘journey proverbs’. The various elements
of the work’s title correspond to the
integrated sonic and sculptural elements
of the installation, which was the first
iteration of a two-part presentation; the
second iteration took place at IMMA (Irish
Museum of Modern Art) in summer 2022.
Commissioned through EVA International
and IMMA’s Encounters partnership,
supported by the Mondriaan Fund.
Em’kal Eyongakpa lives and works in South West
Cameroon and Amsterdam. His work has recently
been exhibited at the Jakarta Biennale (2017); the
13th Sharjah Biennial (2017); La Biennale de Montreal
(2016); the 32nd Bienal de Sao Paulo (2016); 9th and
10th Bamako Encounters (2011, 2015); 10th Dak’art
biennial (2012); and several other museums and
exhibition centres around the world.

[Overleaf]
Em’kal Eyongakpa, Mámbáy bebhɛp 43r /mɛnyu nɛfaŋ/ bakay nɛkɔ,
2021–2022. Presented with the kind support of OPW.
Photo: Louis Haugh / IMMA
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FERMEN-TOUR // Limerick (2021) is a
performative, edible installation which
explores fermentation and other food
processes as metaphors for collaborative
practices, community living and
autonomy. The work was created during
Inês Neto dos Santos’ residency with
EVA International during November and
December 2021. It explores fermentation
in Limerick in an attempt to learn from
this age-old process, and perhaps
discover how it is already incorporated
into our daily lives. To pursue these ideas
a new fermentation station was fabricated
for the FERMEN-TOUR // Limerick
project. The mobile station was designed
to move from place to place, and be
activated through workshops, knowledge
exchanges and communal meals.
This project expands on the artist’s
continued research interests around the
practical and metaphorical dimensions
of fermentation. The metabolic process
relies on the constant exchange of
information between food and its
surrounding environment, a timebased activity that may be influenced
by elements such as temperature,
humidity, atmospheric pressure and
even the presence of nearby fauna and
flora. For Neto dos Santos, fermentation
can be thought of as a site-specific
archive of hyperlocal information, of
moments in space and time that chart

Partnerships Project, Phase 3

Inês Neto dos Santos

the constant and symbiotic microbial
relationship linking humans and nature.
Within the context of our climate and
health crises, Neto dos Santos explores
how fermentation can teach us about
the importance of slowing down, the
interconnectedness of all beings, and
the possibilities and benefits of living
in a circular symbiosis. The process
of fermentation allows us not only to
become closer to ingredients and their
characteristics, but potentially to grow
our understanding of our surroundings,
ourselves and each other.
A Partnership Project commission for
the 39th EVA International, supported
by EVA’s participation in the Magic
Carpets programme, co-funded by
the Creative Europe programme of
the European Union. Curated by Niamh
Brown (Creative Producer, 39th EVA
International).
Inês Neto dos Santos lives and works in London.
Recent group shows and projects include Expedition
Empathy, Walk&Talk arts festival, Azores (2019);
Tender Touches, AMP Gallery, London (2019), and
Darlings of the Underground, Subsidiary Projects,
London (2019).

Inês Neto dos Santos, FERMEN-TOUR // Limerick, 2021
Photo: Shane Vaughan / EVA International
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SPIN, SPIN, SCHEHERAZADE (2019)
is an installation that reflects on the
culture of disconnection from the natural
environment, drawing on the artist’s own
rural background and current occupation
running a successful pedigree Lleyn flock
alongside her art practice.
Combining fiction, memoir and oral
history, SPIN, SPIN, SCHEHERAZADE
is a humorous and fervent monologue.
The work exists in two forms: both
as an installation and a performance,
which have been restaged on multiple
occasions. In each iteration Barry
directs and writes for her longstanding
collaborator Einat Tuchman, using
storytelling to explore the artist’s
personal experiences of returning to her
pastoral roots to be reborn as a hybrid
farmer-artist. As a performance the work
is rooted in an artistic form of ‘barefoot
anthropology’ – an anthropological term
coined by Nancy Scheper-Hughes that
is focused on the local, specific, and in
this case is a form of lived experience
as a research tool – drawing on Barry’s
tenuous interactions with the natural
world, farming, man and animal. In SPIN,
SPIN, SCHEHERAZADE, the boundaries
between art and everyday rural life
are dissolved.

Partnership Project, Phase 3

Orla Barry

Noelia Ruiz has described the work
as a ‘universe of Mafia Shepherds, Pawn
Shepherds and Sophisticated Shepherds;
of red lipstick, husbandry, profanity and
animal dramas; of reincarnated sheep,
sick sheep and black sheep; of placentas,
sexual desire, gender, shit-tanks and
adoption units; of buying, selling,
slaughtering and loving’. Coincidence,
humour and a subtle language game are
the ingredients for the performance and
installation that blends oral historiography
with personal memories.
A Partnership Project, co-commissioned
with Mu.ZEE Ostend and supported by
Arts Council Ireland’s Project Award
programme.
Orla Barry lives and works on the south coast of rural
Wexford. Recent performances include. WOWmen
Festival, KAAI, Brussels (2020), Playground Festival,
Museum M, Leuven (2019) Performatik 17, Brussels.
Solo exhibitions include Wintrum Frod with Els
Dietvorst, Mu.Zee, Ostend (2019), Breaking Rainbows,
Argos Center for Art and Media, Brussels & Crawford
Art Gallery, Cork (2017) Golden Pocket, with Rui
Chafes, Quetzal Art Centre, Portugal (2017), and
Nought Ytaught to speke by craft nouper by kinde,
mother’s tankstation, Dublin (2014).

Orla Barry, SPIN, SPIN, SCHEHERAZADE, 2019
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International
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Beyond the pale: MuRli, God Knows
and Hazey Haze
18 September 2020
A commissioned video of spoken word
performance directed by Stephen Hall (Hallway
Media), featuring MuRli, God Knows and Hazey
Haze, and dancer Salma Ataya. Filmed on
location at the Sailor’s Home exhibition venue,
and broadcast on Facebook as part of Culture
Night.
www.eva.ie/event/murli-god-knows-andhazey-haze-launch-video/
Dhá Theanga
A series of commissioned multi-language
audio responses developed in relation to Phase
1 of the 39th EVA International exhibition
programme. Produced in collaboration between
local multilingual participants and Diarmuid
McIntyre (Creative Director, Grey Heron Media).

Occasional Groundwork - Groundings #1–#9
October 2020–ongoing
A series of co-commissioned texts by writers,
artists, curators, and academics, exploring
themes of internationalism, sustainability,
audience, and infrastructure within the context
of the contemporary art biennial and the shift in
conditions imposed by the ongoing pandemic.
The series features texts written by Grégory
Castéra, Ben Eastham, Taru Elfving, Amanda
Ferrada and Olivia Berkowicz, Valeria Graziano,
Marcell Mars and Nick Thurston, Dylan Huw,
Dr Omar Kholeif, Rebecca O’Dwyer and Eszter
Szakács.
In 2021, texts were invitd through an
open call, selected by Dennis McNulty and
representatives from Occasional Groundwork
(EVA, Göteborg International Biennial for
Contemporary Art, and Lofoten International
Art Festival).
www.eva.ie/project/occasional-groundwork/

16 November 2020
Dhá Theanga #1: Liam Murray – A response to
the 39th EVA International in Irish
www.eva.ie/dha-theanga-1/

Opposite End

17 November 2020
Dhá Theanga #2: Ajibola S. Abiodun – A
response to the 39th EVA International in
Nigerian Pidgin English
www.eva.ie/dha-theanga-2-ajibola-s-abiodun/

A series of workshops and an online exhibition
developed in response to Phase 1 of the 39th
EVA International programme with 2nd Year
students from Limerick Educate Together
Secondary School and St Clement’s College.
Designed and delivered by Brendan Egan
(Education Coordinator, Limerick City Gallery of
Art) in consultation with Adam Stoneman (Three
Muses Programme Coordinator, Hunt Museum).

18 November 2020
Dhá Theanga #3: Marta Giralt – A response to
the 39th EVA International in Catalan
www.eva.ie/dha-theanga-3-marta-giralt/
19 November 2020
Dhá Theanga #4: Justyna Cwojdzińska –
A response to the 39th EVA International
in Polish
www.eva.ie/dha-theanga-4-justynacwojdzinska/
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October–December 2020
24 March 2021

www.eva.ie/opposite-end/
Park Life: Ecologies of the People’s Park
September 2020–July 2021
An interdisciplinary project developed across
Phase 1 and 2 programmes, with students

[Top]
Beyond the pale, video still, courtesy Stephen Hall
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[Bottom]
Park Life, padlet screengrab

from Fine Art Programmes at Limerick School
of Art and Design, exploring the ecologies of
Limerick’s People’s Park through themes of
SOIL, PLAY, and SHELTER.
InVein
2 July 2021
A commissioned video of contemporary dance
and K.R.U.M.P. directed by Stephen Hall
(Hallway Media), featuring movement artist Tobi
Omoteso. Filmed on location at the Park Point
exhibition venue, and broadcast on Instagram to
launch the opening of the Phase 2 programme.
www.eva.ie/invein/
Q&A: Little did they know
14 August 2021
An online Q&A with exhibition panel Merve
Elveren (Guest Programme Curator, Little did
they know, 39th EVA International), Matt Packer
(Director, EVA International), Erëmirë Krasniqi
(Kosovo Oral History Initiative), and Cici Wu
(Asia Art Archive).
Better Words: A Field Guide to
Contemporary Art & Culture

of various river communities including
Swimmable Limerick, Salmon Watch Ireland,
The Ilen Boat Project, Community Water
Office Local Authority Waters Programme,
Shannon Protection Alliance, and MA Art and
Environment at TU Dublin.
Sexuality of A Nation: Lionel Soukaz and
Liberation Politics led by Paul Clinton
A series of online film forum sessions
exploring the works of queer activist filmmaker
Lionel Soukaz. The meetings aimed to test
the relevance of the works – which were
produced in the context of the sexual liberation
movement in 1970s France – for intersectional
and anti-capitalist queer debates in the present
day, through screenings and discussion.
6 October 2021
Royal Opéra (1979)
Your Asshole is Revolutionary (2005)
20 October 2021
Tino (1985)
Marche Gaie (1980)
27 October 2021
Maman Que Man (1982)
10 November 2021
IXE (1980)

2 July–24 November 2021

It’s not for you we did it

A complimentary field guide distributed across
exhibition venues, which proposed a new
vocabulary for contemporary art developed
from the perspectives of 8- to 12-year-olds
based in Limerick.

28 September 2021

Betsy Damon Think-Tank
28 September 2021
An online think-tank led by Betsy Damon
(Artist, Guest Programme) with representatives
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A limited edition print folio of five posters
designed by Ciara Phillips. It followed the online
project It’s not for you we did it, developed by
Sara Greavu and Ciara Phillips for Phase 1 of
the 39th EVA International. The posters in this
collection were designed using photographs
from the community photography project
Camerawork Derry, established in 1982.
www.eva.ie/its-not-for-you-we-did-it/

Pleasurable Ecologies –
Formations of Care
1 October 2021
A podcast by Ama Josephine Budge in
conversation with Sonya Lindfors and
Ki Nurmenniemi which discussed rest,
dreaming, healing, future-making, and the
challenges, potentials and heartbreaks of
being marginalised artists within the European
worlds of visual art, academia, literature
theatre and dance. The podcast is the first in
an ongoing series by Ama Josephine Budge,
exploring themes of care within the context
of contemporary art, developed as part of
the EVA / Frame Finland Curatorial Research
Scholarship 2020–21.
www.eva.ie/pleasureable-ecologiesformations-of-care/
Little did they know
September 2020–November 2021
An online platform developed for the Guest
Programme of the 39th EVA International that
brought together content and resources that
expanded upon individual works and researchbased projects represented in the exhibition.
The website included over 35 online features,
including interviews, video presentations, and
archival documents.
www.eva.ie/littledidtheyknow/

Little did they know online platform
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[Overleaf]
Laura Fitzgerald, Fantasy Farming, 2020
Photo: Jed Niezgoda / EVA International

End Matter
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Artists by Venue

1

Alteration Shop
26 Roches Street
Áine McBride

2

Enable Ireland
Honan’s Quay
Áine McBride

3

EVA Offices and Archive
46–47 Catherine Street
Áine McBride
Eimear Walshe

4

Hunt Museum
Rutland Street
Michele Horrigan

5

John’s Street
(Billboard)
Eimear Walshe

6

Leonards
23 O’Connell Street
Áine McBride

7

Limerick City Gallery of Art
Pery Square
Eirene Efstathiou
Emily McFarland
Laura Fitzgerald
Melanie Jackson and Esther Leslie
Yane Calovski
We realised the power of it –
Derry Film and Video Workshop,
led by Sara Greavu in collaboration
with Ciara Phillips

8

Merchant’s Quay
Overlooking Curragower Falls, River Shannon
Bora Baboci

9

O’Connells Butchers
4 Little Catherine Street
Áine McBride

8

10

4
Arthur's Quay
2
5
6

3

7

12

9

1

Colbert Station
(Bus & Train)

11
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10

Park Point
Dublin Road, Castletroy
Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan
Aykan Safoğlu
Barış Doğrusöz
Deirdre O’Mahony
Emily McFarland
Hana Miletić
Jasmina Cibic
Krista Belle Stewart
Mario Rizzi
Melanie Jackson and Esther Leslie
Minna Henriksson
Oisín Byrne with Adam Gibbons
Orla Barry
Reconciliation of Blood Feuds Campaign,
1990–1991 led by Erëmirë Krasniqi,
Kosovo Oral History Initiative
Rayna Teneva and
Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun
Richard Proffitt
Sexuality of A Nation:
Lionel Soukaz and Liberation Politics
led by Paul Clinton

11

Sailor’s Home
O’Curry Street
Áine McBride
Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho
in collaboration with
Fiona Gordon and Roibí O Rua
Barış Doğrusöz
Benji Boyadgian
Betsy Damon Archive: Keepers of the
Waters (Chengdu and Lhasa)
led by Asia Art Archive, Hong Kong
Diego Bruno
Driant Zeneli
Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings
Melanie Jackson and Esther Leslie
Michele Horrigan
Women Artists Action Group (WAAG)
Zeyno Pekünlü

12

Spacecraft
Unit 6, Mungret Court, Mungret Street
Anca Benera and Arnold Estefan
Em’kal Eyongakpa

39th EVA International Team
Director/CEO
Matt Packer
Curator, Guest Programme
Merve Elveren
Administrative & Operations Manager
Maria Casey
Public Engagement Manager
Eimear Redmond
Creative Producer
Niamh Brown
Digital Communications Manager
Kim Gleeson
Technical Manager
Cathal Murphy

Board
Venue Managers
Dylan Ryan, Mary Kervick
and Courtney Sharos
Archive Coordinator
Justin Gawke
Audio Visual Services
Chris Steenson
Little did they know
Exhibition Design
Emirhan Altuner
FERMEN-TOUR // Limerick Fabrication
Chris Boland
Design
The First 47, Alex Synge

Production Assistant
Elena Donnellan

Printing Services
GBM
Impress

Volunteer Coordinator
Kaya Brennan

Public Relations
Margaret_

Art Technicians
Paddy Critchley, Ailbhe Wakefield Drohan,
Nick Packer, Aidan Kelleher, Ciaran Nash
and Glenn Fitzgerald
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39th EVA International
Board of Directors
Mike Fitzpatrick
Brian Haugh
Lisa Killeen
Kerstin Mey
Áine Nic Giolla Coda
Con Quigley
Kevin Roland
Marta Sławińska
Board Administration
Lizanne Jackman
International Advisory Panel
Omar Berrada, Annie Fletcher,
Emily-Jane Kirwan and Paul O’Neill

Funders and Partners
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Thanks
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The 39th EVA International would not have
been possible within the contribution of the
following individuals: Ajibola S. Abiodun, Paula
Keenan Ainscough, Nadya Almaskati, Emirhan
Altuner, Sven Anderson, Bora Baboci, Aideen
Barry, Orla Barry, Anca Benera, Harriet Black,
Anna Blair, Selman Boçolli, Chris Boland, Benji
Boyadgian, Helen Brady, Victoria Brazhnikova,
Kaya Brennan, Niamh Brown, Sarah Browne,
Diego Bruno, Ama Josephine Budge, Gwen
Burlington, Mustafa Emin Büyükcoşkun,
Oisín Byrne, Yane Calovski, Enzo Camacho,
Catherine Casey, Maria Casey, Rebecca Casey,
Pil Rosted Christensen, Jasmina Cibic, Biljana
Ciric, Chris Clery, Paul Clinton, Jim ‘Hawks’
Collins, Maeve Connolly, Ceara Conway,
Aoife Costello, Paddy Critchley, Pat Culhane,
Mary Culleton, Pauline Cummins, Justyna,
Cwojdzińska, Betsy Damon, Sheila Deegan,
Marjan Dema, Gökcan Demirkazık, Barış
Doğrusöz, Aoife Doherty, Aoife Donnellan,
Elena Donnellan, Myrvete Dreshaj, Ailbhe
Wakefield Drohan, Danielle Drum, Laura Duff,
Caroline Dunne, Eirene Efstathiou, Brendan
Egan, Merve Elveren, Arnold Estefan, Em’kal
Eyongakpa, Cailean Finn, Glenn Fitzgerald,
Laura Fitzgerald, Mike Fitzpatrick, Annie
Fletcher, Tadhg Flynn, Justin Gawke, Pat
Geoghegan, Róisín Ní Ghallóglaigh, Adam
Gibbons, Rachael Gilbourne, Áine Nic Giolla
Coda, Marta Giralt, Kim Gleeson, Father Lush
Gjergji, Fiona Gordon, Anna Gormley, Sara
Greavu, Stephen Hall, Margo Harkin, Rosie
Hastings, Brian Haugh, Hazey Haze, Adelheid
Heftberger, Minna Henriksson, Lisa Hester,
Ciarán Hickey, Michelle Hickey, Jo-Ann Hine,
Conor ‘Ted’ Hogan, Michele Horrigan, Janice
Hough, Lizanne Jackman, Melanie Jackson,
Sandra Joyce, Claire Keating, Aidan Kelleher,
Mark Keogh, Mary Kervick, Alison Kiely, Lisa
Killeen, God Knows, Jussi Koitela, Erëmire
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Krasniqi, Lumturije Lumka Krasniqi, Huishan
Lai, Joanne Laws, Warren Lee, Esther Leslie,
Santo Leung, James Lewington, Amy Lien,
Sonya Lindfors, Julie Long, Katie Lynch,
Noirin Lynch, Billy Maguire, Siabh Bourke
Maguire, Xianghua Mao, Micheal Marrinan,
Alexandria Martin, Áine McBride, Úna
McCarthy, Seana McDaid, Emily McFarland,
Judith McGill, Ailbhe McGowran, Diarmuid
McIntyre, Emma McKeon, Sinead McKillican,
Mitchel McLaughlin, Michael McLoughlin,
Gary McMahon, Clara McSweeny, Kerstin
Mey, Silwia Midgal, Hana Miletić, Michael
Minnis, Daisy Mules, MuRLI, Cathal Murphy,
Margaret Murphy, Stephen Murphy, Liam
Murray, Sara Muthi, Ciaran Nash, Samar
Nezamabad, Jed Niezgoda, Ki Nurmenniemi,
Ruarí Ó Conchúir, Hannah O’Connell, Pat
O’Connor, Nathan O’Donnell, Elisa O’Donovan,
Laura O’Loughlin, Deirdre O’Mahony, Rory
O’Mahony, Tobi Omoteso, Paul O’Neill, Naomi
O’Nolan, Siobhan O’Reilly, Conor O’Riordan,
Roibí O Rua, Rocky O’Shea, Eoin O’Sullivan,
Eric O’Sullivan, Nidge O’Sullivan, Matt Packer,
Adela Passas, Karen Pearlman, Svein Ingvoll
Pedersen, Zeyno Pekünlü, Emma Pettit, Ciara
Phillips, Deirdre Power, Richard Proffitt, Natalie
Pullen, Con Quigley, Hannah Quinlan, Theo
Hynan Ratcliffe, Eimear Redmond, Peter Rees,
Shukrije Rexha, Sibéal Riordan, Mario Rizzi,
Kevin Roland, Donna Romano, Dylan Ryan,
Aykan Safoğlu, Inēs Neto dos Santos, Hava
Shala, Courtney Sharos, Gerard Siney, Marta
Sławińska, Lionel Soukaz, Chris Steenson,
Krista Belle Stewart, Adam Stoneman, Alex
Synge, John Tain, Anne Tallentire, Rayna
Teneva, Grace Gabriele-Tighe, Tom Treacy,
John Tunney, Conall Wallace, Ellen RoseWallace, Caimin Walsh, Eilís Walsh, Eimear
Walshe, Katie Watchorn, Stephen White, Kate
Wieczorkiewicz, Cici Wu, Driant Zeneli
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